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Ab stract

The applicability 01differential maternal investmentand divergent behavioural
ontogeny theories to a marginally dimorphic species, was Investigated in the

harbour seal. Weight changes of unweaned pupson Miqueron were used to test
whether mothers invested more in male than female offspring. Males ware found
to be heavier at birth than females , but grew at a slower rate prior to weaning.

Behavioural observations of mother/pup pairs were used to derive indicators of
maternal investment. Nosing behaviourand two indices 01nursing and proximity
govern ance appea red to be reasonable predictors of relative investment. In

contrast, nursing rejection rates and pup checks were not reasonable measures
of investment while the validity of nursing times was Inconclusive. The results
suggested that, over the cou rse of the nursing period, the pup was increasingly
responsible for the level of investme nt obtained and the maintenance of the pair
bond . Unweaned male pups were found to spend less time Idle than females
during haul outs, and all pups became increasingly more active over the nursing
period. Sex differe nce in behaviour are discussed as an indicator of divergent
socia-bioenergetic demands .
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Chapter 1 • Introduction
1.1 Preamble
Plnnipeds (Phocidae • true seals; Otaruce-s • tur seals and sea lions ;
Odoben idae • the walru s) di splay so me of the most extreme sexual size
dimorphism among mammal s . Bartholomew (1970) proposed that these -sex
differences and concurrent differentia l investment in offspring were important in
the evol ution of polygyny in pinnipeds. Thi s sexual

dimor phism Is often

manifested by the time of birth or weaning (see Kovacs & Lavigne, 198Gb for
review) which. In combination with high prevalence of polygyny , make ptrmtpeds
Ideal subjects for the study of parental investm ent.
Phocids are particul arly we ll suited for the Inve stigation of the> energeti c
aspects of maternal investment (see Appendi x A for list) because females fast, or
eat relati vely little during the brief nursing period , creating a closed energy link
between mother and pup in which nutrient flow from the former to the latter can be
readily measured (although see Bonner , 1984; Testa. Hill, & Biniff, 1989) . The
gener al phocld nursing strategy Is to transfer as much energy as possible to the
pup over the shortest possible time to limit the overhead costs of the females ' own
metabolism (Anderson & Fedak, 1987a). An extreme example of this is exhibited
by the hooded seal (Cystophora cristata I which weans its young alter only 4 days
of growth. with average weight gains of 7 kg/day (Bowen , Bcness. & Oltedal
1985; Bowen , Ofledal , & Bcnees , 1987). This thesi s examines sex differences in
pup birth weight s and growth rates and associated behavi oural indice s of
dlfterential maternal Investment in the western Atlantic harbour seal, Phoca
vitufina concotor.
The theories of different ial parental investment described in the next section
have been most strongly supported by studies of species whlch show substantial

adult sexual dimorphism. However, the principles of these theories should apply
to any polygynous species with min'"llal dimorphism. Preferential investment by
large females in large male offsprin g has been suggest ed for a number of
otariids, as well as the northern elephant (Mirounga angustirostris ; LeBoeuf &
Briggs, ~ 977 ; Reiter, Penken. & LeBoeuf, 1978; Reiter, Stinson, & LeBoeuf, 1981)
and grey seals (Halichoerus grypus ; Anderson &. Ctlo dak, 1987a; Kovacs &
Lavigne, 1986a), whIch show the most pronounced dimorphism and polygyny of
all phoclda. The females 01 these species also stay asho re during the entire
nursing period, livIng entirely off fat stores.
Though it is agreed thaI harb our seals are polygynou s (a male males with
several females), or at least promiscuous (Boulva & Mclaren, 1979), the status of
harbour seals as a dim orphic species is urc tear. Mature males have almost
universally been acknowledge d to be larger tha n females, but whether

t h k~

difference is significant enough to be the resun of lntrasexuat selection has not
yet been determined.
Anhough male harbour seals in the north Pacific can reach over 140 kg and
fema les 125 kg (Burns & Gortsev, 1984). harbou r sea ls in the Atlantic are
cons iderably smeller. King (1983) slates that western Atlantic seals are similar to
those in the eastern Atlantic (Phoca vitulina vitulins ) with mature males reaching
1.5-1.8 m while females only 1.2· 1.5 m. Boulva and Mclaren (1979) noted that
harbour seals in t he western Atlantic (Sable Island) were smaller than the eastern
populations, with males reaching 1.54 m and females 1.43 m. They also stated
t hat the "diveraence of weights of the sexes is quite well de scribed by Bertalanffy
growth nmc ucns-, with mature males averaging 90 kg and females 70 kg (Soulva

& McLaren, 1979 ; Man sfield, 196 7a). The question, ther eforr. is whether the

theories pertaining to differential parental investment are eccvcabre to a species
with reduced sexual dimorphism.
The period 01 maternal investment in harbou r seals is relatively well defined
since females often pup on sand flats to which they are relatively site tenacious. It
is belie ved that these seals do not nurse their young while the pair is at sea
(Peterson, 1968), so that all nursing bouts can be documented whl'a the animals
are hauled out on the beach. The female harbour seal's external feeding during
lactation (Bowen, Oftedal, & Bcnass, 1989) resembles that of otarHds(Gentry &
Kooyma n, 1986), and may be an indication that her investment strategy is more
strictly regulated than in those phocids which stay ashore fasting during the entire
nursing period.
On

Mlquelon (45'45

WN

, 59' 14"W) ther e is a breeding population

of

approximately 700 harbour seals which has been studied for 10 years, and which
has become quite tolerant of being observed at close range. These seals haul out
on sand bars exposed only during low tide, so that pups must accol"":"anytheir
mot hers into the water almost immediately after birth (Klinkh. 1, 1967; KnUdtson,
1974; l awson & Renouf, 1985; Newby, 1973). This increases energetic costs via
thermoregu lation and locomotion (Hill, 1987; Miller , Rosenmann, & Morrison,
1976), which tax maternal resources, and creates the need for strong mother-pup
ties to ensure the pair are not separated at sea. The structure of this relationship
changes over the course of nursing, and its dynamics should reflect differences in
mate rnal investment in male and female offspr ing. The logistics of stUdying
animals which are absent periodically from the study site place limitations upon
the methods available to measure maternal investme nt (see Appendix B) and
stresses the necessity of developing alte rnate measures, such as behavioural
Indices of mutual dependency during lactation.

1.2 Parental Investment Theory
Many mammals exhibit distinct sexual dimorphism, with the male member of
the species typically being larger than the female by the time 01sexual maturity.
Only a single pinniped species, the Weddell seal, exhibits female-dominated
dimorphism. According to classical Darwinian theory (Darwin, 1871), this size
differenceis the result of sexual selection.
There are ... sexual differences quite unconnected with the primary
reproductive organs, ... such as the greater size, strength, and pugnacity of
the male.•. Since the males have acquired their present structure not from
being better fitted to survive in the struggle for existence, but from having
gained an advantage over other males, and from having transmitted this
advantage to their male offspring alone, sexual selection must here have
come into action ... the acvantaae which certain individuals have over
others of the same sex and species solely in respect to reproduction (p.
275·278).
Darwin recognized that the reproductive success 01males was more variable
than for females and that intense male intrasexual competition resulted In
secondarysexual characteristics (e.g. tail feathers, antlers).
Bateman (1948) also recognized that not all members of the breeding
population achieved equal matings, and demonstrated the capacity for natural
variation In reprodu ctive success using Drysophila melanogaster. In an
experiment allowing free mating amongst equal numbers of males and females.
he found thai only 4 percent of the females failed to mate while 21 percent of
males failed to produce offspring. In addition , the most successful males
producedthree times as many offspring as the most successful females.
Since male reproductive success is directly related to the numberof matings he
achieves (not so for females as long as a single successful fertilization occurs)
this would lead to both lntrasexual competition among males, and female mate
choice. The end result is that a portIonof the males competing in mating systems

with little or no paternal investment will be more successful at finding mates than
others, even in a population with a 50:50 sex ratio.
Fisher (1930) suggested that natural selection should serve to maintain a
50:50 primary sex ratio at the level of the population. II the birth rate for one sex of
offspring in a population ('A') is greater than that for the other ('B') there will be a
shift in the population ratio towards the former. This would lead to the
devel opment of differential reproductive success, since the 'A' sex will have to
compete for available mates; only a portion of those members will successfully
mate, while most of the 'B' sex will reproduce. Since the raprcoucttce success of
those individuals who are predisposed to produce 'B' offspring is greater than
others (since most of their ollspri ng successfully mate), there will be an increase
in the representation of those genes in the population, thereby producing more
'B' offspring. And since not all of the "A" offspring will mate , their genetic
representation decreases in the population, so that their genetic representation is
decreased and, consequently, the sex ratio surpasses unity on the other side ('B').
With this new imbalance the reproductive success of th e 'A' offspring is now
greater, and the process repeats itself in reverse until, eventually. it results in an
equa l primary sex ratio converging upon 50:50 at the population level. Fisher
also suggested that, over the course of evolution, natural selection would favour
the stabilizing effect of those individuals who produced equal numbers of male
and female offspring, the end result baing a sex ratio fixed at unity at buth the
populatio n and individual levels. This theory assumes that male and female
offsp ring cost the parents an equal investment (with differences not greater than
those resulting from anisogamy ), usually most applicable to species where no
parental Investment occurs past fertilization.

6

In species with extende d parental investment (b~(h pre- and postpartu m) male
and female offspring do not always obtai n equal investme nt. The c ircumstances

leading to such an inequality arise from sex-associated differe nces in the
variance of reproductive success (as measured by the number of surviving

offspring) experienced by members of the samepopulation (Figure 1). In other
words, offspring of one sex may be moreor less valuable to a parent basedupon
the ir offspring's chance of succes sfully reproducing.
Trivers (1972 , 1985) and Trtvers and Willard (1973) suggested t hat individual

females do not alwaysproduce broods witha 50:50 sex ratio, and that physical
conditionis a primedeterminer of optimalsex ratios for an individual female. One
of the pivotal parameters of their theory Is the necessity of variance in female
condition, most often measured indirectly as gross body weight.As the female's
condition deviates from the population mean, the sex ratio of her offspring at
conception should concurrently alter from a 50:50 ratio, so that a female in poorer
condition would produce more offsp;":ng of the sex which is less expensive
energetically. In this way, individual deviations will tend to cancel out on a
population level, as opposedto Fisher'ssuggestion that optimal strategieswould
select for a 50:50 ratio on an individual broodbasts.
According to Trlvers. large sons have disproportionately greater reproductive
success than equally sized daughters, so females who have the resources to
pass on above-average condition to their offspring should invest in sons.
Otherwise,femalesshouldinvest in daughters(for details see Section4.4.1).
The direction of the Sexratio shift is a product of the differences in variance of
relative reproductive successdemonstratedby the two sexes. In the majority of
mating systemswith suchdifferences,the maleexhibitsthe greater variance. The

Figure 1: Theoretical reproductive success for male and female members
of a population where body size is selected for. Note that, similar
to Bateman's (1948) results, males have considerably larger
'variance' (i.e. scope) in reproductive success than females, and
the largest males can obta in up to 3 times the reproductive
potential of similarly sized females.
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larger the differences In variance of reproductive success the greater the variance
in the resulting sex ratios.
There are three postulates upon which the Trivers-Willard theory rests.
1) The condition of the young at the end of the period of parental investment is
attributable to ~.he condition of the mother during this phase. Larger females invest
proportionately equal resources in offspring as smaller females.
2) Early differences in the size or condition of offspring at the end of parental
care endure into adulthood and can not be significantly compensated for by later
growth (see Section 4.4.2).
3) Differences in adult size or condition influence the reproductive success of
males to a greater degree than females. This assumes that male size and/or
condition Is the object of sexual selection.
Maynard Smith (1980) expanded and attempted to model certain aspects of
this relatlonshtp . His premise incorporated not only the differing reproductive
success of offspring of a particular sex, but also sex-linked survivorship . From
these basics he derived three predictive models.
1) If, for a given parental investment, the probability of survival is greater for
one sex of offspring than another , the parent should invest more heavily In the
sex with the lesser probability of survival ,
2) If survivorship is equal, and one sex has an additional frequency-dependent
component of fitness (e.g. offspring of one sex which receive a greater investment
have a disproportionately greater resulting fitness) then investment in that sex will
be greater.
3) If the sex of an offspring can be recognized after some initial investment
(called 'd') then it may be preferable for the parent to invest only in a proportion of
the more expensive sex. This will usually only occur if 'd'

IS

relatively very small

and, should it occur prenatally, will conform to Trivers' predictions of unequal sax
ratios at birth.
Clutton-Brock, Alben. and Guinness (1985) proposed an alternate explanation
for differential growth. In a study of red deer (CefVUs elaphus ) they found that
juvenile males had a higher mortality rate than females. and that dominant
females produced slgnificanlly more male than female offspring (Clutton -Brock,
Albon, & Guinness, 1984). In addition, as predicted by Trivers and Willard, male
offspring of subordinate (therefore smaller) females suffered higher mortality than
female offspring, while there was no sex-linked differences in the mortality of
offsp ring of dominant females. However , mortal ity among juvenile males
Increased as resource availability declined. Clutton-Brock €Ita/. I'ejected Tnvere'
explanation that differential mortality was a result of the postnatal manipulation of
the sex ratio by females (I.e. females In inferior physical condition prematurely
terminating investment in their male offspring). Instead, they proposed that the
pressure of natural selection for grea ter body size in ma les has resulted In
increased male growth rates with cor responding increases in metabolic rate. In
this way, the decreased survival of juvenile males during times of resource
restrictions balance the benefits of large aduh body size.
1.3 Measur ement of En ergenc Asp ec ts of Parenlal Investment
A complete model of parental investment would include costs imposed by
changes in metabolism and activity patterns, production of additional primary
cells, and numerous external energetic requirements, such as nursing In female
mamm als (Ralls, 197E). On a long-term scale, perentet invest ment can be
viewed as -any behaviour toward offspring that Increases the probability of
survival of the offspring to the detriment of possible Invest nent In ot her offspring(Uncaln. BoxshaJ1. & Clark, 1982). In mammals, the costs of lactation are the most
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co mmonly measured aspect of parental investme nt. Four general methods have

been commonly employed to investigate maternal investment In pin nipeds :

behavioural indicators, ,,-,,19ht changes, isotope studies of metabolism, and milk
transfer quantification. The first two were used In thisstudy, with the development
of a set of behavioural indicesbeing of primeconcern (descriptions and criticisms
of the latterthree techniquescan be found In Appendix B).
Behavioural indicators can be used as indirect, nonintrusive, versatile. and
relatively inexpensive measures of maternallnve stmant. In species, such as the

harbour seal, which are skittish by temperament and are therelore difficult to
capture more than once, behavioural indices of investment are particularly useful.
Because the population at Miquelon has been studied unobtrusively since 1981 it
is possible to make erose-ranee behavioural observatlcns during the haul out
without causing serious disruptions.
The following behavioural indices of maternal investment were employed in
this thesis : suckling time, nursing rejection rates, nosing and checki ng rates.
Hinde coeff icient of pair maintenance, and a modified Hinde coefficie nt for
nursing.
If postnatal maternal investment is the primary parameter considered (since it
forms the major component of both total and postnatal energetic effort; Fedak &
Anderso n, 1982; Lavigne, Barchard , Innes, & 0ritsland, 1982), then milk input
would be a good indicator of energetic flow. One method of estimating the
quantity of milk absorbed by the pup may be suckling time. TriJimich (1986) , using
weight changes over single nursing periods as a comparison, found that suckling
ti me was a good Indicator of milk transfer rates in Galapagos fur seals

(Arctocephalu5 gaJapagoensis ).
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Another aspect of nursing behaviour, rejection rate, may also provide an
Indication of maternal investment. If an adult is more willing 10 Invest In a

particular offspring then lis attempts to suckle should be rejected less often. This
behaviour could also provide indications of a proximate mechanism of differential

investment. If differential investment occurs because of limitations on a pup's
ability to process milk, then the pup of the sex into which the adult Is Investing

less should reject more nursing solicitations from its mother. Conversely, if the
female actively controls the energy resources available to the pup, then there

should be differential rejecnon rates of the pups' suckling attempts.
11 has also been recognized that , if a parent invests differentially in one sex of
offspring, its behavio ur towards that offspring
Willard , 1973) . It

may vary accord ingly (Trivers

&

may be possible, therefore, to define a set of behaviour pattems

which are Indicative of the relative reproductive effort invested in that offspring
(e.g . Kovacs, 1987; Stewart, 1983). One aspect of behaviour which might reflect
these differences are social interactions. Nosing behaviour, which is thought to
help establish and maintain the parenVoffspring bond, might be more commonly
exhibited betw een mother/son pairs than mother/daughter pairs if male pups
receive greater maternal investment. Similarly, a mother

may 'check'

an offsprillg

into wh ich it has invested more.
The Hinde Coefficient (Hd; Hinde ,1969 ; Hinde & Atkinson , 1970 ; Hinde &
Spencer-Booth, 1971) measures the relative responsibility of the mother and pup
in maintaining the pair bond and should provide some indication of the extent of
parental Investment. Hinde, In a series of primate studies, formulated an equation
based on spatial proximity as a reflection of the changing relationship between
mother and offspring, This equation utilizes the frequency of distance changes
Initiated by each member of the pair, and whether those changes Increase or

12

decrease intrapair distance (tor its calculation see Section 2.4.2.3), sucaesting

that members which decrease intrapalr dista nces are more responsible for
maintaining t he pair bond. This Index has the advantage over other previous
measures (e.g. Hinde. Rowell. & Spencer -Booth. 1964; Jensen, Bobbtt. &
Gord on, 1968 ; Kaufman & Rosenblum , 1969 ) in that it represen ts the behaviour

of bet h partners so that a change in either partner's behaviour affects the final
calc ulation. It is also independ ent of chang es in the relative or absolute acti vity
levels of til e pair (Hinde & Atkin son, 1970).
La wson (1983; Lawson & Renoul, 1987) utilized a modif ication of the Hinde

coefficient to apply to nursing behaviour (Hn) . By recordingthe relative frequency
with which each partner Initiated or terminated a nursing bout, he suggested mat
it was possible to determine which member of the pair was respcnslbla for
maintaining a nursing session.
Both the Hinde coefficient and its modification by l awson may be effective in
determining sex-relateddifferences in the weaning process. Lawson and Renouf
(198 7) reported that harbour seal pups were weaned gradually. with the pup

responsible for attempting to maintain the pair bond (although see Finch, 1966 ;
Wilson, 1974), a pattern typical of most mammals. However, these patterns may
not be uniform It differential Investment in a pup leads 10 disparate weaning
patterns.

1. 4 Behav iour al Onto geny
Not only may behavioural differences between offspring be the result of sexrelated maternal investment strategies, but they may also be the result of
fundamental differences in the course of ontogeny andthe developmentof social
and sexual behaviour. Although a growing number of studies have examined
reproductive investment in pinnlpeds (Appendix A), few have investigated sex
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differences In behavioural development (e.g. Arnold & Trlllmich, 1985; Kovacs.

1986. 1987), and none have examined it in one of the most common phocid

species, the harbour seal. The most complete work in these type of early
behavioural differences has been on humans (sea Maceoby & Jacklin,1974 for
review, and Section 4.27).

These early sex differences are thoughtto have a proximate basisin hormonal
makeup (Levine, 1966). This can manifest Its e ll as early as the time of sexual
differentiation when testosterone In the bloodstream is thought 10 cue distinctive

episodes of chemical activity within the immature brain (McEwen. 1981).
Although many biologists tend to simplify ontogeny so that sexual differences are
not addressed until

the onset of sexual matu rity. it Is clear that the early

presence or absence of hormones can have a profound eflect on early behaviour.
The ultimate basis for such differential behaviour is also sexual. Members of
each sex have different roles to fulfill within the estebllshed social system and,
therefore . their behaviou ral ontogeny must facilitate their development for these
roles. For example , Fagen's (1M1) prediction that male offspr ing will engage in
more play episodes than females rests on the assumption that male young,
particularly in a sexually dimorphic species , need to hone their competitive
abilities more than females for intrasaxual mate competitions as adults.
The degree to which differences In early ontogeny develop may be associated
with the same selective pressures which determine the extent of sexual
dimorphism. This study endeavors to determine the degree to whh.h such
behavioural differences manifest themselves in harbour seal pups, particularly In
light of their relatively limited dimorphism and undefined breeding system.
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Chapter 2 • Methods
2.1 Field Site
The study was undertaken in the summers of 1988 (pilOIstudy) and 1989 on

the islandof Miquelon. TheIsland lies in the Gulf of St. Lawrence , approximately
19 km off the south coast 01Newfoundland. It is one of seven islandscomprisir.J
the FrenchTerritoriesin thevicinity (Figure2).
The island is 40 .5 km long and 13 km at its widest (total area 215 km 2), and is
nearly transacted by an Inlet at the midway point. This bay, know n as the Grand

Barachois, covers an area of nearly 9 km2, and empties lntothe Gulf through a
narrow opening (the Gou let) approxima tely 150 m wide (Figure 3). Tidal effects

with in the Barachois ar e substantial and, for several hours encompassing ebb
tide , extensive arrays of sand flats (about 3 km 2) are exp osed. It is upon these
sand flats that the seals haul out during the breed ing seaso n.
Approximately 600 harbo ur seals and 60 gray seals ha ul out at the site during
the summer months (Da vis & Renouf, 1987). The grey seals are entirely nonbreeding, and mostly juve niles (Lawson, 1983).
The harbour seal population is composed of a cr oss sect ion of ages .
Approximately 100-150 pups are born every year within the breeding area.
Pregnant females do not arri ve until just prior to parturition, which in 1989
commenced on May 20 , with the last birth observed on June 5.
The seals do not haul out In a single group, but agg regate to some extent
according to species. breeding status . and age class (Davis & Renou!, 1987).
One group ('the nursery ' ; Figure 3) . which was made u;"Ipredominantly of females
and their pups, was conc entrated on the southeastern edge of the the main sand
flat, and extended northwards as the size of the herd increased during haul out.

Figure 2: Location of the islands of the French Territories in relation to
Newfoundland, and enlarqement of the island of MiquEilon. The
study took place within the Grand Barachols, loca ted at the
southern end of Grande Miquelon.
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Figure 3: Details of the study alta within the Grand Barachols. Shaded
areas represent approximate configuration of the sand nats at low
tide durIng the 1989 season. The Barachois con nects to the Gulf
of St. Lawrence via t he Goulet de Langlade. The pos itions of the
observation blinds and captu re nets are also indicated.
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The majorityof the grey seals presentwere concentrated at the northeastpoint of
the flat, although as many as 12 would also emerge around the Goulet.

The majorityof the ncn-nurstnnharbourseals congregated at the north end of
the primary sand flat. Approximately 30 mother/pup pairs also occupiedthis site,
and additional mother/pup dyads were sometimes spotted In solitary formations

across the whole of the western section of the flat. Several harbour seals
occupied some of the smaller sand flats to the north and east of the main lIat.
Their numbers increased with higher levels of disturbance (e.g. beat , tourists,
noise), and their age composition was highly variable, although largely made up

of juveniles,

2.2 Data Collection
Two main types of data collection were employed: physical capture and
behavioural observation. On most days either observations or animal captures
took place . but rarely both. Occas ionally the dally tidal cycle facilita ted two
daylight haul outs, allowing two collection periods, often split between the two
methods.
Early in the season emphasis was placed upon capturing animals, pups in
particular , both to facilitate identification for subsequent observations and for
early pup weights. Capture efforts were intensified again towards the end of the
season to obtain data on mother/pup pairs just prior to weaning.

2.3 Physical data
2.3 .1 Measurements
Animals were captured on and around the main sand flat using two general
methods (see Appendix C for details) . One of these retied on ensnaring the
animals on the sand flats (terrestrial capture'). while the other netted them in the
water ('aquatlc capture').
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Pups were weIghed while stil i In small capture nets, using a 220 lb. x 1 lb.

Salter spring scale (calibrated for metric conversion; Model *235) . The scale was
recalibrated for the net after every weighing. On all animals. several other basic

morphometric measurements were taken. Axillarygirth (measured immediately
posterio r to the pectora l flip pers) and dorsal curvilinea r length (nose to tail

measurement along the do rsal side) were recorded (American Society of

Mammarogists, 1967).
The sex of each animal was determined by both feeli ng for a penal opening

two-thirds down on the ventral surface and by a visual check for the presence of a
vagina l opening at the cloaca. While either method is reliable, both were

employed for accuracy.
Age was determined in you ng pups by either the presence of or condition of
the umbilicus. This method has been used in studies wit h a number of other
pinniped species , including the Weddell seal (Lindsey , 1937; Tho mas &
Demaster, 1978), the southern elephant seal (Laws, 1953 ; G ibney, 1957) and
grey seals (Hewer. 1974 : Anderso n & Fedak, 1987a) . Previous studies on
harbour seals (Boulva, 1971, 1975; Boulva & McLaren , 1979) provided basic
desc riptive details of u mbilic al and lanugo persistance , and checks against
known-age pups proved it to be an accurate estimate for harbour seal pups less
than 8 days old.
For identification, large cattle rete-teas were attached through the webbing of a
pelvic flipper (left tor males , right for females). Each tag was emblazoned with a
unique identification numb er and the altemating flipper placemen t aided In sex
deter mination even when the number itself could not be read . Each year a
different tag colour was used.
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On subsequent captures of anima ls, weight and sax was recorded, and tag

security rechecked.
2.3.2 Catc h Statis ti cs
In 1989, 69 animals were captured and tagged (Appendix 0). Of these. 57

were unweaned pups, 33 of a determinable age. Of the remainder, 4 were

mothers of Identified (tagged) pups, 3 were juveniles, 2 were adultmales. 2 were
wean ed pups, and 1 lone adult female without a pup. Fourtee n pups we re

recapturedat Jeast onceprior to weaning,8 male and 6 female.
2.4

Behavio ural data

2.4.1 Obse rvatio n metho ds

Although

1\ ~

formation of the sand flats changed to some extent between

pupping seasons, the seals proved to be quite site-tenacious, hauling out In
formations similar to past years. This greatly facilitated the initial positioning of
observation blinds on the sand flats. By further careful adjustment at high tide, the
blinds could be placed as close to the seals as necessary to provide optimal
visibility.
In 1989 three blinds were rotated among three sites within the Barachois
(Figure 3). The blinds were mounted on 1.7 m supports, and were composed of a
1.5 m high rectangular canvas tent (equipped with three observatio n windows)
secured to a 1 m2 wooden base.
As far as could be determined. the seals were not affected by the sudden
appearance or disappearance of the blinds. nor did they seem to be adversely
affected by the presence of t he observer. As long as the observer did not make
undue noise or break the profile of the ebservetlc n blind (e .g.• extend a lens
through a window) the animals seemed undisturbed. Also. because of the tida l
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haul out pattern, observerswere able to enter the blind and make any positional
readjustments just after high tide. before the seals hauled out.

Behaviour was recorded using a JVC VHS video camera and recorder.

Mother/puppairs were selectedfor observation in a left 10right sweep. and were
filmed as close up as possiblewith the aid of a Pentax 70-21Ommtelephoto lens
adapted for video use. Pretagged Individuals were chosen preferentially, and

then untagged pairs. A focal pair observation pattern was employed, using
observation sessions of 20 min each (Altmann, 1974) which was judged to be
sufficiently long to capture any behaviour including entire nursing bouts. To get
an unbiased indication of nursing duration. an observation session on a pair
already nursing did not commence until that suckling bout had terminated .
likewise, if a focal pair were still nursing after 20 min the observations continued
until the termination of that suckling bout (see Section 2.4.3.Z for appropriate
definitions) . Also, If either member of the nursing pair left the field of

vew. the

observations were either temporarily suspended or terminated.
At the start of each observation session the sex and tag number (if present) of
the pup was recorded. Pups were sexed either by tags (flipper placement or
number) or individually by sight. The latter was possible at these short working
distances with the aid of a spotting scope (Bushnell, 5·30x power). by noting the
presence or absence of a penal opening on the ventrum. Often, the validity of this
method could be confirmed through subsequent catches of easily recognized
individuals and checking against past records. The tag number (if present) and
any distinguishing physical character istics which could aid In subsequent
identification were also noted.
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2.4.2 Event frequency

2.4.2.1 Analysis 01 video
Videotapes were viewed by ra ndomly selecting a prenumbered tape (using a
random number generator) and then analyzing the next unviewed segment on
that tape.

2.4.2.2 Defini tio ns of behaviour
The rate of the following lntrapair behaviour (numb er of actions observed

divided by length of observation period) were extracted from the tapes. Except
where noted, the initiating and receiving partner was identified.
~.

Visual examination of the pup by the female. While this behaviour

could take place during a scan of the general area, the action must have been a
distinct focus upon the pup. This behaviour was usually marked by an obvious
turning of the female's head to make visual contact with the pup.
Distance Changes. Any change in body position tha t was not classif ied as
co mfort movements. A minimum distance change of half a body lengt h was
required to qualify. Both the initiator (female or pup) and the direction of the action
(increase or decrease intrapair distance) was noted. These figures we re later
used In determining Hinde coefficients (see Section 2.4.2.3).

t:miDrL..
i) Nose to Nose. Each mutual touching of the initiator's nuzzle to the
receiver's. Because th e action was almost simultaneo us the initiat or was
sometimes difficult to identify even after repeated vie wlngs. Instances (n",3)
whe re the initiator was unclear were deleted from the analysis.

Ii] Nose to Body. Each touching of the initiator's nuzzle to any other part of the
receiver's torso except the nasal area, included nursing solicitations by th e pup
onto the female's ventral region.
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NlmllI ·

iJ Initiation and te rmination. Whenever

a nursing event occurre d the identity

of the initiator and the terminator was recorded if such could be clearly

determined.
Ii] Rejection. Whenever one partner solicited a nursing episode from the

other yet no nursing took place the idenlily of the rejecting partner was recorded.
2.4.2.3 Hinde Conversions
Distance data were analyzed as Hinde coefficients (Hinde. 1969; Hinde &
Atkinson, 1970). This transformatio n reveals which partner of the mothe r/pup pai r

was responsible for maintaining contiguity. An individual coefficien t was
calculated for each mother/pup pair observed each day. This allowed analysis
not only of changes over the course of the season, but also on the basis of pup
sex.
The formula which was used for the Hinde coefficient was:
Hd = %MD - %MI,
where '%MO' is calculate d as the percent of total Intrapair distance decreases
which were initiated by the mother, and '%MI' are the percent of total intrapair
dista nce increases Initiated by t he mother.
This formula yields results from +1.0 to -1.0, where a negative number
Indicates that the pup Is t he member actively attempting to maintain the pair,
while a positive result indicates that the mother is following the movements of her
pup. The magnitude of the coefficient is indicative of the diffe rence In effort of
eithe r partner in pair maintenan ce. This Is the converse (in sign) to the
calcu lations originally prescribed by Hinde and Atkinson (1970), but are used to
facilitate comparisons to l awson (1983).
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Lawsonalso useda similar calculationto determine which member of the pair
was acting to prolong sucknngbouts during the nursingperiod.It was calculated
in a similar fashion 10the Hinde coefficient:

Hn", %MI-%MT.

where %MI Is the percentof total nursing initiationsdemonstrated by the mother
and %MT are the percentof the total terminations of a nursingepisode that the
mother is responsible for. In a relationship where both members of the

mother/pup pair are equally responsible for maintaining the nursing regime, the
resulting coefficient (Hn) will equal zero. If the mother is more responsible for
maintaining nursing than the pup, the index will rangeto +1.0.and will decrease
to -1.0 as the pup assumes greater responsibility.

2.4 .3 Event duration
2.4 .3.1 Video analysis
Videotapes were reviewed following the same randomization process for
analysis of behaviour durations as determined by the following definitions . A
simultaneous keyboard entry computer programme recorded

individual

behaviour durations, total behaviour durations per observation period, and total
observation lime to 0.1 sec. Data entry and summarization was performed on an

IBMPe,
2.4 .3.2 Definitions of behaviour
Pup behaviour was designated as either 'active' or 'idle', according to the
following criteria:

AQtOOl: exhibitingany movement, either while stationary or ambulatory.

J.d.Le.: reflected by an almost complete lack of movement on the part of the
while either awake or asleep.

pup,
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'Active' behaviourcould be funher broken downinto the following behavioural

categories:

Aliu1: animal is scanning a group or Is

vis ~&l1y

fixed upon a single point;

usually characterized by an upwardly extended neck.

.QQmtw:l: characterized by readjustments of body positioning, scratching, biting
of flippers , rolling , or similar activities involving low levels of exertion.
~:

movement acrossthe sar -: flat or in adjacentshallowwaters;did

not includedeep waterswimming.
.ti.uW.Dg: suckling as determined by on-teat time (I.e. not Including lntranurslng
intervals- see Section 4,2.2.2.)
~: including both social and solitary play . The latter was commonly exhibited

as strenuous twisting of the body or rolling (differentiated from comfort
movements by the perceived degree of exertion). and exploratory behav iour such
as nosing the ground or digging in the sand. Social pray was rarely exhibited , and
was completely restricted to mother/pup Interactions prior to weaning.
~:

interactions between mother and pup which did not classify as either

nursing or play.
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Chl pt. r 3 • Res ulls
3.1 Birth WeIghts and Grow th Ral es
For pups that were caught only twice prior to weaning (0=10), growth rates
were calculated by dividing the difference in weight between thest! lwo captures

by the numb er of days between measurements. For those pups (0..4) where more
than two preweanlng weights were available. a linear regression was used to
estimate growt h rates . Birth weights were the n extrapolat ed from the age of first
weighing using th e ca lculated growth rates.

The averag e grow1h rate lor males (mean.O.47 kg/da y, SO.0.11) was
sign ificantly low er than that for females (mean:O .74 kg/day, 5 0". 0.08) (Stude nt's

t-test: 1=5.09 , df..12 , p<.OI). The average birth weight of males (mean. t O.eo kg,
50.1.37) was significantly greater than that of females {mean_9.70 kg, S0=1 .71}
(t",2.43, df_12, 1>=.03) (Rgure 4). The growth equations

tor the 4 pups with more

than 2 captures were all significantly linear (r2; Table I).

3. 2 Behaviour du rations
3.21 General beh aviour
A total of 70 observ ation sessions were analyzed from the video tapes. The
overall mean proportion ot time spent in a behaviour for male or temale pups was
calculated as the total amount of time observed in each behaviour summed for all
pups of that sex , divided by the totar observation time. The percen t of total
ob servation time that eac h seal spent in 'active'

or 'id le' behaviour was

d etermined. Female pups spent a greater portion o f their haul out time 'idle'
(60.42%) than males (44.33%) (1..2.65, df",68, p...01). Conv ersely, male pups
spent a significa ntly greater amount of their haul out time 'active ' (55.67%) than
female pups (39.580/0).
'Active' behaviour was broken down Into 6 further catego ries: alert, comfort ,
locomotion, nursing, play, and social.
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Table I:
B irth wei ghts (kg) and growth rates (kg/d)

of harbollf sea l QPPS

Ijs"OQ the "!! mbA T

of samples (points) used 10 calculate !he 900mb lines and the !iDea! co mpooent
l R.S9) pI the reg ression ljne for those animals with more than two sample pojnts
See text fpr details

AnimalJt

S.ox~

Birth Weight (kg)

206

F

0.722

9.62

207

M

foinIs

B:sg

0.267

11.02

.89

209

0.735

8.80

.93

212

0.680

10 .74

213
214

M

0.644

7.76

0.510

10.32

216

M

0.454

12.25

220

M

0.624

10.91

0.835

8.39

0.499

8.32
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230

M

231

M

0.383

12.07

234

F

0.825

9.82

238

M

0.544

9.89

241

M

0.507

11.88

.72

.84

Figure 4: Birth weights (kg) and growth rates (kg/d) of harbour seal pups.
The lines for male and female pups are representative of the
calculated avorage birth weights (y-intercept) and growth rates
(slope) for the 14 samples across estimated age in days.
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Male pups spent a signi fic antly greater proportion of haul out time nu rsing
(26.55%

:'S. 14.55% ; 1- 2.37. d f=68 , p=.02) and also in social

activities (3.08% vs.

1.96%: 1=2.66. df=68, p_.Ol) than female pups. The mean amount of time that
male pups spent engaged In alert, comfort. locomotion, and play behaviou r was
not significa ntly greate r than fo r females (Table II).

Because tha observations were biased towards filming nursing behaviours, it

was fefl that the removal of this category from the analysis might reveal
differences which were previously obscured. Similar to the analysis which
Inc luded nursing, females spe nt a g reater amount 01their haul oul time 'idle' than
males (70.71% vs. 60.43%; 1=2 .65. df=68 . p=.01). Conve rse ly, male pups sp ent a

significantly greater portion of their haul out time 'active' than females (39.57% vs.
29.29%) (Table III).

When active behaviours we re broken down Into alert , comfort, locomotion,
play, and social behaviour. male pups were found to spend a significantly greater
proportion of their haul out in com fort movements than remere pups (20.73% vs.
15.89%; t",2.33, df..68. p•.04) , as well as socia l activities (4.20% vs. .2.29%:
t_2.14, df", 68, p- .05). The differences between the percent of time ma re and
fe male pu ps spent in alert. loco motion, an d play behaviou r all rem ained
statistically insignifICant .
Regression analysis on the original data (including nu rsing time) indicated
that, overall, pups showed a signif icant decrease (negative slope) in the amount
of time spent In comfort movements (F(1.69J",4.44, p=.04) (Figure 5) and Idle
(FI1,69J"'9.77, p=.OO) (Figure 6), and a significant Increase (positive srope) in the
amount of time spent nursing (Frl .69J",5.99, p=.02) (Figure 7) across observation
days. Alert, locomotion, play, and sod ar behaviour showed no such relationship.
A further analysis of the InteractIon indicatfld that the stope of the regression Ones

:::

Table II.

.

I

t Behayloyr based 0 0 sex 0 1 the harbour sea! pliO

:::5551:::-;:::15: , :::::' i:'P:::nts:e;~: :c::::bYseryalloOday aodalest Q
llhemay x Sex)Interactign
0

tor slope differences 88ft text tor details

p err entQfTjrn e

.IlillaI1mll
Active2

Idle

Ma\§

55.67
44.33

ttma!§
39.58
60.42

p ercent

.IlillaI1mll

~

g'lime

Social

5.42
15.23
1.79
26.55
3.61
3.08

ttma!§
4.76
13.46
1.56
14.55
3.25
1.96

Idle

44.33

60.42

Alert
Comfort
Locomotion
Nursing

Play

'dl. 66
' dl- ' ,69

~,

~

2.65

llig,nj1
p =.O,

~1

~~,

1D1=i2n

b>l!llll llig,nj1

~

~

p_.66
pod S
p• .16
p_.02
p_.96
po .O'

2.01
4.44
2.66
5.99
1.81
2,33

llig,nj1
p_.161
p_. 0 38
p- .l06
p_. O' 7
po.l62
p_.131

llilI

1.07
1.45
1.42
2.37
0.03
2.66

.029
.061
.036
.061
.026
.033

0.22
1.08
0.03
0.19
2.56

llig,nj1
p:.626
p..286
p=.974
P..912
p• .649
p_ .0 13

2.65

p•• O'

9.773

p- .003

.126

0.14

po.691

0.1 1
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Table III.
BeslJIIs of I.tests go in p ercent of Time spent In oan.nursing hau l out Behaviour
based on sex of the harbour sea! pup (calculations are similar to Table II except

1haU1!

Nursing time has heen omitted from total ha,,1 QUttime) See text for

Pe rcent of r im A

~

Maill

filnaI<l

Active

39.57

29.29

Idle

60.43

70.7 1

percent 01Time
~

Maill

filnaI<l

Alert

7.38

~,

l..lI.a1wl.

5illniI

2.65

p=. Ol

~,

l..lI.a1wl.

5illniI

5.60

1.11

p_.27

20.73

15.89

2.33

p= . 04

2.43

1.71

1.52

p=.13

Play

4.80

3.80

0.13

p-.89

Social

4.20

2.29

2.14

p=.0 5

60.43

70.71

2.65

p=.O l

Comfort
Locomotion

Idle

I df=-68

Figure 5: Percent of haul out time spent

1

Comfort behaviour across day of

observation . Mean times fo r male and female pups are
significantlydifferent, but regression slopes are not.
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Percent 01TiTleIn Comlort

~
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~

.

,

..
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1°1 r

Figure 6: Percent of haul out time spent in Idle behaviour across day of
observatio n. Mean ti mes for male and female pups are
significantly different, but slopes for regression lines are not.
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Figure 7: Perc ent of haul out time spent In Nursing behaviour across day of
observation . Mean times for male and female pups are
significan1lydlfferen1. but slopes of regressIon lines are not.
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,
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Figure 8: Percent of haul out time spent In Social behaviour across day of
observation. Mean times for male and female pups are not
significantly different, but slopes of regression lines are.
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TabfelV.
Baw Ds of m!!nlg lA [fK1rRSS!on Of be havioural cate g ories tg pred jd sex 01 ba rbQIJf

Sfla! mm and st epw!sft

Sg llW

DE

Regression

7

Residual

62

Total

69

~

Social

rngmssjoD with

tom

ya riables

p m babHty

2.57

EJun1llJ:
2.22

Ocmtort

1.48

!dIe

1.00

Locomotion

0.79

Nursing

0.68

Play

0.47

Alert

0.37

0.022
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for malaand femalepups were different only lor social behaviour (1=2.56, p=.01;
Figure 8).
A multipleregression was used to approximatea discriminant analysiswith two
elements (male and female), using the behavioural categories as pred ictors.

However. because the percent of time in all behaviour for each observation
equalled 100. the time spent Alert (because it was the least significant) was
removed from the total observation percentage to elimi nate any pre-imposed
mathematical relationships within the data. In the analysts , the remaining six
behaviour categories served 10 predid the sex of the pup (F[7,62}",2.57, p,..02)

(TablaIV).

3.2.2 Nursing
Each nursing episode could be composed of a number of suckling segments
interspersed by off-teat sequences . These gaps in the suckling bouts could range
from several seconds to several mlnetes in length. For male and female pups
comb ined, the mean length of the on-teat segments was 4.08 minutes, with no
sta tistica l difference exhibited between male

uneanea.aa min)

and female

(mean=4.50 min) pups.
3.3 Beha viou r Frequency
3.3.1 Nur sing
3.3.1.1 Nursing coeffi cient
Two modified Hinde coefficients for nursi ng were calcula ted fo r each
observat ion day, one for male pups and one for female, by comb in ing the

I'

observed nursing boul initiations and terminations (Table V).
T he overall modified nursing coeff icient (Hn) for the pups decreased significantly
ove r the observation period (Muhiple regression: to=3.56, pee.nt ) (Table VI and
Fig ure 9). ThIs reflected a significant decrease in the percent of nursing episodes
wh ich the mother initiated (t8=3.86, p<.Ol) (Figure 10), coupled with an increase
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Table V.
Perc e nt Qf "!lesiog bouts t erm jnated (%M!) and Initiated (%MI\

by

harbgllf seal

mgth ers oyer the observa tion pe riod (Day) a nd th eir calculated M odlfjed H jnde
coeffici ents (Ho) for male a nd fema le sea! pups See text for details
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}WI

1.00 0

.500

.500
.500
1.000

.750
.250
.500

.000

.000

.333

1.00 0

.600

.750

.333
.500
.500
.400
.000
.000
.000

.666
.750
.250
1.00 0
1.000
.500
1.000

Jill
. 50 0
· . 250
,250

-. 500
. 0 00
-. 66 6
-. 150
-. 33 3
-. 25 0
.250
-.6 0 0
- 1 . 00 0
-.50 0
- 1. 0 0 0

Qm<
1
4
9
10
12
13
20
22
24
26
31
32
37
38

Jill
.3 3 3
-.250
.000
.0 0 0
. 16 6
-.250
.0 0 0
-.500
.2 0 0
-.33 3
-.2 5 0
-.40 0
-.2 50
-.333

=

.3 33
.7 50
.5 00
.5 00
.5 00
.5 00
.3 33
.7 50
.40 0
.666
.7 50
.8 00
.50 0
.6 66

~

.665
.500
.500
.500
.666
.250
.333
.250
.600
.333
.500
.400
.250
.333
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Table VI.
Res!!"s

of myltjp!e

~

[flgrnssjon analysis on the Modjfied Hinde coefficient and the

nursing bouts IQiliated and T e rminated by the mpther

across

observation period (Day ) and sex of puo (Sex) includinga test of the may x Sex )
interactjon (s!ope djfferences by sex) see text

tor details

Mgdified Hinde coefficient ( Hnl

s..t

llllwl;a
Regression
Residual
Total

IlE

YariaIllo

~

Day

-.0 18

-,17
-,006

Sex

Day x Sex

Cl<ll1lIo

Day

~

Sex

-,013
-,047

Day x Sex

-.005

pe rcent Mother Terminale

llllwl;a

IlE

Regr ession
Resi dual

2
25
27

Total

~

f.

~

,38

froO.

3,86
2. 10

. 001
.048

1.40

.175

(%MIl
s..t

~

f.

2,99

,045

~

,0 08
,08

Cl<ll1lIo

Day x Sex

.0 0 2

0,91
0 ,53

Day

froO.

,003

Sex

YariaIllo

,37

,002
.043
,242

3,56
2,21
1.20

percantMother Initiate {% M n
llllwl;a
IlE
s..t
Regression
2
7.62
Residual
25
Total
27
~

~

f.

,003

7.43

2
25
27

2.22

.43

froO.

.036
,374
,603

Figure 9: Change in the modified Hinde coefficient (Hn) for male and female
pups over observation day. T he mean value for male and female
pups is siginificantly different , but the slopes of the regression
lines are not.
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Figure 10: Change in the percent of nursing bouts Initiated by the mother
for male and female pups over observation day . The mean
value for male and fema le pups is siglnificantly different. but
the slopes of t he regression lines are not.
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Figure 11: Changes in the percent of nursing bouts terminate d by the
mother for male and female pups over observatIon day. The
mean value for male and female pups is siglnificantly different,
but the slopes of the regression lines are not.
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in the perce nt of nursing bouts te rminated by the moth er (16=2.2 2. p",.04) (Figure

11). Pup gender larmed a significant component In the regression of Hn and the
percent of bouts initiated by the moth er. but not in the percent of bouts te rminated

by t he mother. Male pups exhibited a sig nificantly lower overall Hn t han female
pup s (IB=2.2 1. p=.04). and initiated mere nursing bouls throughout the study

period (16::::l2.10, p=.05).
A test of the int eraction s Indica ted that none of the slopes of the regre ssion

lines for male and female pups were significantly different.

3.3.1.2 Rejections
A total of 89 nursing supplications were observed, 19 (21%) of which did not

lead to nursing episodes. Eight of those rejections were closely followed by
similar solicitations that eventuallydid lead to a nursing bout.
Of the observed 19 rejections. 8 (42%) were the result of unsuccessful

presentations by the female. Seven of these occurred prior -c observation day 22
(Table VII). The remaining 11 rejections (58"1,,) were unsuccessfulattempts by the
pup to solicit suckling. All butone of these occurred after observation day 24.
3.3.2 Hinde Coeffi cients
A Hinde coefficient was calculated for a single pair over each observation
period (n:51 ), discarding those observations where neither the mother nor pup
decreased or Increased intrapairdistance (since the denominatorwould equal 0).
Multiple regressions were used to test the Hindecoefficients on the lnc-p enoeot
variables of sex of pup and day of observation.
Both the Hindecoefficient (t8::3.45, p",.OO) and the two variables,the percentof
distance increases (18",2.77, ps.Ol) and decreases (t8=2.84, p=.01) Initiated by
the mother showed significant differences by pup Sex. None of these measures
exhibited a relationship to date of observation (Table VIlI), nor were any
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TableVII.
Numbe r 01 observed rejections of nursing solicjtations by harbpur sea! mQther s
and py ps across QbservatlQn days Indicating the partner responsjble IQr t he
rejectiQn and the sex Qf the puP inyolyed

Rejectjng Partner

DOl<

Su.o.!..EIJll
M
M

13

M

22
22

F

26
26

F

26

M

31

M

32
36
37

M

&m.alo. f.IlI>
2

......

TableVIlI.
Besy"s 9f m!!!Iiple reg ressign on the Hinde coefficient the M ean

Dailv Hinge

cgelficieot and percent of DistaneR

lncrease.s....and....D.es by harbour sea l mothers acro ss the observatIon oeriod toay) and

Sex.otthe DUD. with

te st of difference s In theregression slopes /Da y x Sex)

Hind e coeff icient (H d)
~

Regression
Residual
Total
~

Day

Qf~e&Oll

2
48
50

~

.002

6.26

.004

.248

Mea n Dally Hinde coeffe!enl
~
Qf~e&Oll

Regression

Residual
Total
~

Sax

-.192

0.32
3.45

Day x Sex

-.008

~
.75 4

~

Day

. 00 1

Se,

1.48

.147

Day x Sex

Per cent M othe r p eGre a s e ,

p lst anc e

~

Regression
Residual

Total
~

Day

Sex
Day x Sex

2

19.15

.0001

.693

17
19
~

-.01

-.192
-.003

~

2.78
5.83
0.72

ewabiIiIx
.013
.0 00 1
.484

per cent Mpth er Incre ases Distance

Qf~elUll

~

Qf~e&Oll

50

Residual
Total

48
50

2
48

~

-.002
-.104
-.005

4.05

~

0.49

2.84
1.46

.025

.176

~

.630
. 007
.153

Ragression

~

Day

Se,

Day x Sex

2

~

-.003
.088
.003

4.95

.012

~

1. 12

2.77

0.89

.207

ero.tlallllilx
.272

.00 9
.377

a

Figure 12: Change in the Mean Daily Hinde coefficient for male and female
pups over observation day. The mean value for male and
female pups Is siginificant ly different, but the slopes of the

regression llnes are not.
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differences in the slope of the regression lines for male and female pups

detected.
When two means (according to the gender of the pup) were calcul ated for
each observation day, a significant relationship was lound bet ween the mean

daily Hinde coefficient and date 01observation, as 1M Hinde coefficients became
increasingly more negative over tim e (18",2.78, p=.OI ; Figure 12). The mean
coefficient for ma le pups was signWcantty lower th an that of females (1=5.629,

p<.OI ). butthere was no difference In slope of the two regression lines.

3.3.3 Nosing Behaviour
Rate of nosing behaviour was calculated by dividing the number 01

occurrences by the observation time.
There was no relationship between the frequency of all nosing actions (nasaland terse-directe d combine d) initiated by t he mothe r an d obse rvation day .
Similarly, the day 01observation did not show a significant relationship to the rate
of total nose to nose be haviour (mother and pup sco res comb ined), the rate of
each partner's nose-to-n ose behaviou r, nor the per centage of nose-to-nose
behaviour initiated by either partner (Table tYI. Also, the frequency of total nose to
body behaviour (mother and pup scores combined) did not signific antly relate to
observation day.
There was a significant change over time with the percentage of this behaviour
that each partner was responsible for (Multiple regr ession; t6=2.75 , p=.01) ,
though neither the mean score nor line slopes for ma le and female pups were
significantly different. This variable was calculated as the rate of nose-tc-b ocy
behaviour exhibited by one partner divided by their total rate of display (both
partners combined); there fore, one partners score was inve rsely related 10 the
other's. The percent of nose 10 body behaviour exhib ited by the pup increased
with observation day, while those by the mother decreased .
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Table IX.
Results of multiple regressipn analysjs on Dosing behaYiQ!Jf betweeo mother an d

PoP harbour seals across the observation period mayl between male and
female pups (Sex)

classsjfied

and examjojg the jnteractioo !Qay x Sex ) BebayjQIIr ;S

by the initiatQr of the action' the Mother pup either mother or pup

(Cgmbined) Of as a frequency of the behaviour exhibited by noe partner as a
fractigo of the 101a1 frequency of that behaviour <perceot) See text lor delaj!s

lloI1aYioJlr

eaanor

lllll£

SU

~

Nose to Nose:

Combined:

t=0 .55
p=0.59

1",0.75
p=0.46

1:::0.18
p=0.86

Nose to Body:

Mother:

t=0.68
p=0.50

t""0.58
poO.56

1=0.10
p=O.92

Pup:

' =0.18
p=0.86

1=0.74
p..O.46

1=0.23
poO.82

Percent:

1=0.22

p=0.83

1=.0.24
p..O.Sl

1",1.68
p=0.10

t=0.88

t",I.56

p=0.38

p=0.13

1",1 .23
p=0.23

Mother:

1=2.24
p =0 .D3

'=0 .59
p=O,b2

1=0.75
p=.045

Pup:

1=2.27
p=D .D3

1=2.10
p=0 .D4

1=1.16
p.0.25

Percent:

t",,2.75
p=O .D'

1=0.56
p=D.58

1;;0.88
p=0.39

t= 1.42
pzzO.16

t;;O.74
p.D.46

1_0.54
poO.59

Combined:

T otal Maternal Nosing:
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This result corresponded with the finding that the rate of nose to body
behaviourinitiated by the mother decreased with day 01observation (113=2.24,
p=.03) . No sex differences were observed. The rate of nose to body behaviours
initiated by the pup lncre.rsed significantly with lime (10=2.27, p...03). The rate at
which male pups disp layed nose to body beha viors was significantly greater than
for Iernare pups (10=2.07, p= .04) , though the slopes of the regression lines were

not slgnif)cantly

different.

3.3.4 Pup checks
A multiple regression analysis revea led that the rate al which mothers checked
their pups did not change over the study period (113=.23 , p=.81) , nor was there a

difference of the rate of checks based uponthe sexof the pup (t8",.58, p",.54), nor
was there a dlfterer.ce in the slope of the regression lines for male and female
pups.
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Chap ter 4 • Discussion
The primary aim of this study was to examine sex differences in physical
attributes and behaviour that were indicative of di fferences in maternal
invest ment and/or behavioural ontoge ny, and assimilate them into a broader
profil e of the dev elopment of h arb our seal pups. An investigation of gender-li nked
differences li nked 10 mat ernal in vestment may help 10 cla rify the mechanisms by
which this occ urs (see Section 4 .4.3). It may also lend support 10 and discriminate
betw een compe ting scientific theories o f parental Investm ent (see Section 4.4.4).

4.1 Physi cal Data
In this study , male pups were found to be heavier than female pups at birth.
This corres ponds 10 th e gene ral findin g for dimorphic specie s, and fits into
Kovacs and Lavigne's (198Gb) model for early size differences in pinnipeds. It
also cor responds to other studies of harbour s als (Tab le X), although the sex
differences are more extreme than prevtously reported. The implications of such
early size differences are discussed later (Section 4.4.2).
Male pups had lower rates of postnatal growth than did females. This result
contrasts sharply with th e general pinniped pattern (Kovacs & La vigne, 198Gb),
previou s studies of harbour sea ls (Table X) and Tr lvers' and Maynard Smith's
theorie s of repro ductive investment within a sexually dimorphic species (for
resolutio n, see Section 4.3).

4.2 BehavIoural data
4.2.1 Hinde coefficients (H d)
The importance of maintaining a mothertpup bond prior to weaning is critical in a
specif' .. such as the harbour seal . For the pup, all nutritional requir ements come
from its mother (females only rar ely nurse other young; Lawson, 1983), and the
female must ens ure the survival 01 her reproductive eff ort. The present study

Table X.
o

'"

P a st m lesing $I1!dieS 9 1 harbQlIT sea ls Indicating wei g ht changes a nd leOQIb o f

!adaM" pe riod ,

Binh Weight (kg)

&llIon

Vancouver

Alaska
U.K.
Sa ble Is.

Sa ble ls. 1911

~

10.2

11.7
9· "
11

Sable 15.1912
Sable Is.

Baltic Sea
B.C.
Alaska
E. Canada

Sable Is.
Washington

9.5
9-'5
9

Male
11.77

Length of WeaningWgt
~

11.59

Ladalliln Male
5·6 wks
3+ wks

24
9.35
9.49
9.53

10.59

9.6

" .77
'3.23

' 2.77

10.40
9.49

~

BiggS. 1969

Bishop, ' 968
Bonner, 1979

4·6 wk s

19.5

Boulva , 19 71
Sou lva , 1975
Boulva & Mcla ren, 1979
'
Curry-U ndahl , 1975

30 days
3-4 wks

Fisher, 1952
24 days

15.27

~

24.9'

'0. 7'

Klinkhart, 1968 2
Mansfield. 1967a
Muelbert & Bowen, 1989
Newby, 1973 4

'Boulv8 & Mclaren give :.. ~ of the few pre -weani ng growth rates: 0.606 kgl d for male pups and 0.565 kgl d 10r

female pups.

z Oal a is quot ed origi nally in Newby, 1973. but lists only Klinkhar!. 1967 as a reference.
3 Muelbert & Bowen analyzed male and female pups separately, but found no significa nt difference In weaning
weights and report only a single figure. they also report a co mbined total post-weaning weight loss of 9.20/0of th eir
init ial weaning weight.
4 Figur es calculated from de ad newborn pup s, inclUding prenatal deaths .
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showed that the degree to which the mother and pup was willing or able to

maintain the pair bondchangedover time.
In this study, mean daily Hinde coefficients became increasingly more negative

during the nursing period , indicating that the pups were responsible for
maintaining the pair bond throughout and became increasingly so over time.
Further analysis revealed that the change in the Hinde coefficient was mostly a

result of an increasedtendency for the pup to decreaseintrapairdistance. rather
than a decline in the numberof spatial increasesby the mother.
Finch (1966), in a study of captive harbour seal mother/pup pairs, suggested
that harbour seal mothers were primarily responsible for maintaining the pair, and
that pups weaned themselves. Wilson (1974) found, with harbour seals in
Scotland, that the female was the partner responsible for maintaining contact, a
trend which decreased slightly with pup age. Studies by Renou1 and Diemand
(1984) and Bencut, Lawson, and Gaborsc (1983) found that the pup was the
member responsible for maintaining spatial proximity, although they detected no
change in the relationship and concluded that weaning must have been abrupt.
The results 01 this study confirm those by Lawson (1983; Lawson & Renouf,
19B7). although there is a tendency for the coefficients in this study to be more
negative . They suggest that harbour seals conform to the general mammalian
pattern, where the young gradually assumes more responsibifity for maintaining
the pair bond until weaning occurs.
Hinde coefficients can be explored as a possible indicator of maternal
investment by investigating differences based on the sex of the pup. The Hinde
coefficients of male and female pups show a comparable decrease from birth to
weaning . However, the Hinde coef ficients associated with mare pups are
consistently lower than for female pups . At first, this result might seem
counterintuitive. If mothers invest greater in male pups than females , they should
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be more attentive to safeguarding that reproductive investme nt. But since it is the

pup who exhibits the growing responsib ility for maintaining proximity I the role of
materna l attentiveness is less important.

These resultssuggest that it is the malepups whoare actively seeking greater
maternal resources. so that it Is physiologically more importa nt for them 10
maintain the bond to their energy resource than for female pups. Female pups

have higher Hindecoefficients, perhaps becausethey do not seek the same level
of maternal resources as male pups (see Section 4.2.3), either because they do
not have the same capacity to utilize this extra energy or they do not have the

same revelof demands 10be met (see Section4.4.3).
4.2.2 Nur sin g
4 .2 .2.1 Gen er al Nursing B ehaviou r
Pups usually initiated nursing bouts by nosing the mother in the ventral region.
Younger pups often 'searched' for a teat by continuously nosing and mouthing the
mother's ventr al area for a subst antial length of time . Harbour seals pups,
although precocious in relation to many other mammals, sti ll suffe r from the
decreased coordination and observational abilities documented in other infant
phoclds. SUCh;:'3 northem elephant (Le Boeu f, Whiting, & Ga ntt, 1972) and gre y
seals (Davies . 1949; Kovacs . 1987) . In an extreme case , Bryden (1968) reported
that southern elephant seal pups (Mirounga leonina) can sea rch for up 10 an
hour for a nipple.
Pups suckled either teal , olte n switching during a single nursing episode , They
we re observed to suckle with their heads submerged in the shallow water
covering the sand flats just befo re full ebb tide. While nursi ng bouts coul d be
Interrupted by numerous, sho rt, off-teat sessio ns, there was no evidence of the
dis tinct primary and secondary nur sin g bouts reported by Fogden (197 1) for grey
sea ls.
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Mothers initiated bouts by presenting their nipples towards tho pup. a
behaviour seen In many phoclds (although curiously not in northern elephant
seals; LeBoeuf at af.• 1972). Frequently, at the onset of nursing, the mother nosed

the pup, probably to confirm its identity. If pups are nonselective as to who they

nursefrom, the onusis on the femaleto ensurethat her pup receivesthe benefits
of her energy expenditure . Nursing bouts were terminated by one of the partners

moving away. the pup discontinuing suckling, or the female rolling to cut off

access to her teats.
If male pups receive more milk than female pups, differences in suckling
patterns would be expected. In this study , mothers spent a significantly greater

amount of time nursing male than female pups. This result has also

been

reported in dimorphic pinniped species such as the grey seal (Kovacs, 1987) and
the Galapagos fur seal (Trillmich, 1986). Differences in suckling rates, however,
are not necessarily Indicative of similar differences in growth rates. Although
larger pups have smaller mass-specific metabolic costs, their total costs are
greater than for smaller pups. Therefore, for male pups to maintain their greater
size from birth, they must receive greater energeticinput to achieve similar growth
rates as smaller, female pups (for an example, see Appendix E).
Similarly, as the mass of pups of either sex increases over time, they must
increase their energetic Input to maintain linear growth. In this study, such
Increasing demands were met by increased nursing durations. a pattern also
demonstrated in southern elephant seals (Bryden, 1968). No such increase was
found In grey seals (Kovacs. 1987), harp seals (Phoca groen/andica ; Stewart,
1987). or Stellar sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus ; Higgins, Costa , LeBoeuf, &
Hunlley, 1988). Lavigne, Stewart, and Fletcher (1982) suggested that increases
in nursing time in harp seals may be moderated by increases in milk fat content,
while Higgins st a/.• (1988) suggested that older, largsr pups may have an
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increased suckling efficiency (see Section 4.3). Harbour seals. which have a
more prolonged nursing period than harp seals (30 vs. 14 days), may be able to

maintain a more constant milk fat content through external feeding during the
nursing period (Bowen at al., 1989), thereby replenishing their water resources.

The timing of nursing bouts was closely tied to the local tidal cycle, similar to
the pattern reported by both Gardiner (1989) and Newby (1973). Pups were
typically nursed within a few minutes of haul out, and again just before the pair
left the sand bar, with sporadic feedings in between. The greater total nursing
times 10r male pups was a result of ronger nursing bouts which occurred more

often. The average length of a nursing bout (4.08 min) was substantially greater
than that reported by Newby (72.5 sec, n:::6).
4.2.2.2 Validity of Nursing Measures
Suckling time is one 01the most readily observable behavioural estimates of
energetic input from nursing. The validity of such a measure is questionable,
::.;f1ce on-teat time may not an accurate reflection of milk-flow lime . Additionally ,
other physical lactors (e.g. pup size, age, sex) may influence the flow rate (mllsec)
01 mi!k from the nipple. For example, suckling efficiency may Improve with pup
age, increasing the milk flow to suckling time ratio. Also, a changing milk fat
content will decrease the relationship among suckling time and energy input
(Lavigne, Stewart, & Fletcher, 1982; also see Oftedal, Boness, & Tedman , 1967
for review). Behavioural indicators have been carefully studied in rats (Hall &
Williams, 1983) where definite posture changes mark the actual flow of milk from
the nipple, but the lack of such indicators for pinnipeds has raised questions as to
what proportion of the pup's on-teat time results in milk flow (e.g. LeBoeuf at 81.,

1972) .
Numerous researchers have claimed that, compared to hydrogen isotope
studies, SUckling time Is not a good indicator of the rate of milk ingestion , a
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statement supported by Mendl and Paul's (1989) studies on cats and mice.
Complicating the situation is the observation that the patterns of changes in
suckling behaviour differ between phocid species. Nursing time Increases with
pup age in grey (acnese, in Oftedal at al.• 1987) and elephant seals (Bryden,
1968; LeBoeuf et al., 1972) , remains constant in harp seals, and decreases in
Weddell seals (Tedman & Bryden , 1979).

Ottedel et af. (1987) noted that some of the lnccnalstenctea reported may be
the result of errors inherent in the definiti on of suckling that some studies used.
Plnnipeds. unlike most mammals (Drewett , 1983 ; Hall & Williams , 1983) , do not

spend the entire nursing session attached to the nipple. but transfer between
nipples. interspersed with breaks of va rious lengths. Therefore. if nursing time is
calculated from the start to the end of a nursing session it will incorporate a
considerable amount of off-teat time (e.g. Tedman & Bryden. 1979); but if only onteat time Is ccnecerec, a more reliable measure may be obtained. For example,
TrHlmich (1986) , using weight changes over single nursing periods as a
comparison . found that on-teat suckling time was a good indicator of milk transfer
rates in the Galapagos fur seal. Therefore. this stUdy discounted inter-tea t
intervals to gather a more accurate estimate of milk input.

4.2.2.3 Modified Hinde Coefficient (Hn)
In most mammals it is agreed that weaning is a gradual process (see Section
4.2 .2.4). It is characterized by an : -c reese in the number of nursing rejections
suffered by the pup. and an increase in the proportion of nursing initiations
solicited by the pup. This general pattern also seems to be true 01 both phcclds
(Christenson & LeBoeuf, 1978; Fogden. 1971; Leuoeut & Briggs, 1977; Reiter

at

al., 1978; Rrna ld & Dougan. 1982 ; although see Kovacs, 1987) and olariids
(Bartholomew, 1959; Sandegren, 1970) . Earlier studies of harbour seals
Indicated the contrary, suggesting that either weaning was sudden (Renouf &
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Dlemand. 1984; Renouf at al., 1983) or that the mother was responsible for
majnlajn ~ng nursing and the pup weaned itself (Finch, 1966; Wilson, 1974). The

results of this study, however,support Lawson's (1983. Lawson& Bencut, 1987)
suggestionthat harbourseals follow the same strategy exhibitedby phocids and
other mammals .

Although more specific in its application. interp retation of the modified Hinde
coefficient (Hn) is similar 10 that for Hinde's original measure (Hd). In the current

study. the pups became increasingly more responsible for maintaining nursing,
as indicated by a general decline in Hn. These results are supported by the

changein the pattern of nursing rejections. Initially, the majority of rejectionswere
by pups failing 10 act upon nursing solicitations by the mother, while the pattern
reversed itself later in the season.
Over the course of the nursing seesc n the pups initiated a greater proportion of
the nursing bouts. According to Trivers (1974) the pups' growing demand became
greater than the maternal ab ility (or desire) to produce, resulting In

parent-

offspring conflict (Figure 13). This is supported by the increase in both the number
of nursing sess ions terminated by the mother and the number of times she
rejected sollcltations by her pup later in the season . As with grey seals (Kovacs,
1987), the proportion of nursing bouts initiated by the mother presenting also
decreased over time.
Parent-offspring conflict theory suggests that. as the pup's energetic demands
increased with age (since SMA", MwO.75 ; Kleiber , 1975), the level of conflict
similarly increased. Even If maternal resources remained constant, her inclination
to tax those resources would decrease with pup age . However , the pup's
demands would concurrently increase, creating a widening difference between
the pup's demands and the maternal inclination or ability to fulfill them. Therefore,
the pup would be forced to assume more of the responsibility to solicit feeding.

Figure 13: Trivet's ParenUOffspringConflict model.
This figure shows the changing costJbenefit of investment plotted
against level of parental investment. The optimal strategy for the
parent 1s to maximize the difference between Band C, l.e.
investing 'P' amount. The offspring is selected to maximize B -

1/2C , when it is half as related to future offspring as itself, and
should see k investment up to '0'. The period between 'P' and '0 '
should be the time of greatest co nflict
maternal resources ( from Trlvers, 1974).

over the

acquisition of
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Eventually,the demands aftha pup outstrip the limits 01the motherand weaning
wou ld occur. In a species such as the harbour seal the conflict is magnified since,

even with external feeding, available maternal resources decline over the nursing
season, accelerating the rateof parent-offspring conflict.
The Hn for mare pups was consistently more negative than tor female pups.
This can be interpreted In twoways: either the lot her placedless importanceon
maintaining nursing with malepups than female, or male pupswere more actlve
than females In soliciting suckling, or both. Examination of the differences in
nursing rates reveals that males achieved greater total suckling times and this

increased with age. If this were achieved through mothers 'allowing' male pups to
suckl e !v" ger, mothers should have terminated the nursing episodes of female
pups more frequently than for male pups, which was not observed. Rather, male
pups initiated a gre ater portion of their nursing bouts than female pups. This
indicates that the mother does not react partially to a pup of one sex or another.
Rather, the Increased nutritional input achieved by male pups may be a result of
their actions to extend the nursing relationship (see Section 4.4,3).

4.2 .2.4 Weaning
We~njng

has been defined as

~t he

breaking of an offspring's dependence on

its mother or parents , especially with regard tlJ feeding" (Immelmann & Beer,
1989 ). The relationsh ip between mother and pup is composed of several
separate factors, not all of which follow the same pattern of changes as the pup
ages . The weaning process can be analyzed in terms of the switch from nursing
to exogenous feeding by the pup. the end of pup attendance by the mother, or the
changes In responsibility for maintaining the nursing relationship (I.e. Hn), Failure
to clarify which aspect is being reported can lead to difficulties or errors In
interpreting and comparing studies .
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For example , in this study, as demonstrated by the change in Hn• there is a
continual shift in the partn er responsible for mainta ining the nursing relat ionsh ip,
with the pup becoming more liable . In thi s way, weaniog would be classified as
gradual.

But other studies may examine alternate aspects of the weaning process.
Harbour seals are nursed regularly until about 30 days of age (Table X). At
Miquelo n, weaning may occ ur by the mother simply leavirJ,9 the sand flat without

the pup. facilitating the severance of the bond by either returning to another

section of the haul out grounds duringthe next tide or leaving the general area. In
this way. the weaning process would be classified as abrupt.

There is also some question as to whether the change from nursing to
exogenous feeding is gradual. Pups on Miquelon, unlike other grou"')sof harbour
seals and phocid species, accompany their mother into the water shortly after
birth. There Is evice- rce that mothers teed during the nursing period while
accompanied by their pup (Bowen et af., 1989). This supplemental feeding may
be the result of the higher energetic demands linked to the harbour seal's
relatively high percent of birth weight and weaning weight of maternal body mass
(12.8% and 30% respectively; Bowen, 1990). Pups initially feed on crustaceans
(Bigg, 1973) and it would not be surprising if the pups began to feed while still
nursing, or that critical prey-c atching 'learning' episodes with the mother might
occur. II this were happening , then the weantnc process would again be
classified as gradual.
Many postpartum investment studies investigate the amount of energy
expended by the mother from nursing up to weaning. A newly emerging
observation, however, has cast doubt upon

many 01 these

birth-Ie-weaning

studios. In pinniped species where maternal attendance is constant or regular,
weaning was defined by an abrupt at andonment of the young. Recently,
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howe ver, evidence has aris en that mother s may return several times 10 their
young for additional nurs ing after 'weaning' has supposed ly occurred. resulting

in a decreased estimate of maternal costs.
4.2 .3 Relallonshlp Between Hn and Hd •
It is net surprising that th e

two measures of tntrapalr de pendence exhibit si milar

changes over the course of nursing.
Although harbour seal pups are relatively precocious at birth (in comparisonto
othe r plnnlp eds) they are sun dependent upon their mothe rs for factors such as
nutrition, protection, and, possibly learning 10 explo it prey.
The rapid physica l cha nges which occur in the environment du e to tidal effects

necessitate that the following response of the pup must be in place soon after
birth . In the aquatic environment it is extremely important that the pup develop a
fo llowing response so th ai Ihe p air do not become separa ted. As th e pup
become s more coo rdinate d and mobile , and as its chanc es 01 survival upon
se paration increase, the onus becomes increasing ly more on the pup to maintain
the pair. And because the primary functio n of the pair is to ensure nursing,
ch anges in Hn will closely resemble those in Hs. a s the pup attempts to receive
the maximu m avail able en ergy by delay ing w ea ning or abandonment (see
Se ction 4.2.2.3). It is impo rtant for the pup to maintain the rela tionship since
harbour seal females hav e rarely been observ ed nursing alien pups (Lawson.
198 3), and pups which become prernaturety separated have decreased chances
01 su rvival. In northern elephant seals, only 30% of pups separated from their
mo ther survived to weaning age (LeBoeuf et af., 1972 ).
The rel ationship betwe en Hn and He is sometimes c onfou nded however,
pa rt ially because nursing was net the sale re ason for pair maintenance.
Circum stances where nursing was not the primary reason for pair maintenance
may have resulted in these differences. For example. pups spend very Uttlfl time
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'alert', rarely scanning their environment . and were therefore less aware of

external threats, either by hurt, ns or other seals. When the pair became
separa ted the pup was typically the one who searched out the mother for feeding,

sometimes (particu larly when younger) attempting 10 suckle from any adult
fema le (and even the occasional male ). The mother rarely made efforts to locale

the pup for the purposes 01 nursing . However , during disturbances, the mother
would seek out the pup who rarely fled the perceived danger on its own. More
typically, it was the mother who located the pup and first entered the water either

followed by the pup (sometimes resort ing to Il ursing presentations to attract it) or
physically dragging it in.

A similar differentiation of maternal responses to

separation during nursing and disturbances has also been noted in northern
elephant seals (LeBoeuf at al., 1972 ).

4.2.4 Nosing Behaviour
Nosing behaviour , alternately called nuzz ling, is the most common mother/pup
socia l contact next to nursing (Sergeant , 1965). It is highly stereotyped across
pinniped species, and is thOught to serve several independent functions.
In harbour seals, as with many pnccds. nosing can be broken down Into two
general types : 'nose to nose ' and 'nose to body' con tact . Although mothers and
pups perform both actions, their ind ividual functions apparently differ .
Nose to nose behaviour may ~ J extremely Important in establishing and
maintaining the mother/young bond , through tactile and olfactory stimulation
(Terhune, Terhune , & Ronald, 1979) . Maternal nose to nose behaviour is
performed more frequently by mothers with Y0l.nger pups (e.g. Kovacs , 1987).
Typically, the mother can be seen sniHing the pup (nostrils open, whiskers erect,
often with accompanying vocalizations), although the offspring do not seem to be
obtaining olfactory cues from the mother and may perform mutual muzzling for
tactile stimulation . Perhaps. though the mother may initiate a proportion of the
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nose 10 nose behaviou rs, the head is ta rgeted only becau se it is the closest part

01 the pup to sniff, coupled with the pup's inclinatio n to make mutual muzzle

contact. 11 true, then this behaviour would serve the same purpose as maternal
nose to body behaviour, the difference being only ~

I8tter of pup orientation.

Maternal nuzzling occurredthroughout the haul out pe riod. but most frequently
during nursing bouts. when reestablishing ccntect with a separated pup. and
when awakening, most likely 10 determ ine the identity 01 thr- pup. Mothers we re
rarely seen to preferentially nuzzl e one part of the pup wh en another was more

acces sible.

While nose to nose behaviour may serva a long-term function (I.e. pair

maintenance), the pup's nose to body behaviour seemed largeta specific areaof
the mother. Almost all of these actions initiated by the pup were directed towards
t he moth er's mid-ventra l region. This was interpreted as attempts to solicit
suckling.
The resuhs of this study reaffirm the disparate functions of nosing behaviour.
The number of nose to nose behaviours initiated by the mother aid not change
over the course of the nursing period nor were there any observable sex
differences, possibly indicating the continued need 01 the mother to ensure the
ident~~·

of the pup attempting to suckle, regardless of its gender.

The rate of nose 10 body behaviour initiated by the mother decreased during
the nursing period (both measured separately and as a percentage of total
observed nose to body actions), consistent with an Increasing responsibility of the
pup to maintain the pair bond. The increase in pup nosa to body actions reflected
the changing relationship In Hn as well, as the pup increased the number of
attempts to solicit feedings while the mother gradual'... weaned her young. A
possible increase In the number of nursing bouts (since average bout time did not
cha nge but total nursing time Increased)

may have also conlributed 10 an
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increase in these actions. Therefore, the sex differences seen in the intrapair
re lationships an d nursi ng limes seem to be reflect ed in similar d iff er ence s i n nose

to body behaviour, indicating that this behaviour may serve as a usefu l indicator

of the dynamics of Ihe mother/pup -elaticnshlp.
4.2.5 Pup Checks
Initia lly, il was proposed that the numbe r of times a mothe r checked its you ng
would be correlated wit h her inv e stment in that offspring . Mothe rs shou ld be more
vig ilant towards pups in which it has i nvested more rep rod uct iv e effort . Kovacs
(1987) found that young er grey sea l pup s were checked mo re often, but that male

pups were monitored more closely on only one of three study sites, possibly due
t o highe r attendance patterns.
In this study , pup checks seemed t o be mo re Indicati ve of e xternal factors .
Mothe rs usually checked theIr ? ff spring when the re was d isturbance on the flal, or
upon waki ng. A ssumi ng mothers of both male and fema le pups were subject to
t he sa me levels of disturbance , no differences would be observed in check
f requency if this behaviour we re primarily trigger ed by external factors. Although
che cki ng behaviour may be a va lid index of maternal inv estment , any differences

due to pup sex may be constantly overshadowed by the level o f distu rban ce at
the study site.

4.2.6 Dur ation data
One of the m ost pr o vocativ e results of this study is that m a le a nd female
ha rbou r sea l pu ps ex hibit d iffNent beha viour al pat terns. While the pups'
behavioural repertoire c losely m irrored those demonstrated b y other species
(Tab le XI), the qender-spec ific di fferences ind ic ate that diver g ent b e havioural
o ntogenies ca n be evi dent earl y in deve lopme nt.
like most mam malian yo ung , harbour seals spent the majority of thei r time id le
w hen hauled

out

(Kovacs , 198 7 ; Stewa rt, 19 B7). This wo uld b e expected, since

..

<D

Table XI.
Co mpariSQn 01 this study with ham a nd grey seal s showi ng the mean pe rcent Qt lime !iM P! in a be hav iour dyri ng

haul opt /Percent) and the changes Ure nd) in theamount of lime spent in a behaviour over the course of nursjng
l jnCEloCraaSe dee-decrea se oooe ",op chan ge) FjgYfA ada pted fm m Bowen 1999

(data forharpand grey sealsfrom Kovacs 1986. 1987).

Species:
Site:
Behaviour

~

MilnW2n

Percent Trend

~
Pilgdoo's Hayen
Percent Trend

~

!lllnil...llfal

Percent Trend

llmx..>~

~
Percent Trend

~
~
Percent Trend

5.1

none

0.'

none

3.0

inc

2.5

inc

1.0

none

Comfort

14 .3 6

dec

15.0

none

15.0

none

13.0

none

15.0

dec

Idle

52.38

dec

70.0

none

70 .0

dec

75 .0

dec

72 .5

inc

none

7.0

dec

6.3

none

5.8

none

5.8

none

Alert

Locomotion

1.68
20 .5 5

inc

3.0

none

3.3

none

2.0

none

3.6

Play

3.'

none

0.0

ucne

0.5

inc

0.5

inc

0.1

none

Social

2.6

inc

0.9

inc

0.5

none

0.5

none

1.8

dec

Nursing
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time spent in the aquatic enviro nmen t is energetically costly du e 10 increased
dema nds from locomotion and thermor egulation, particular ly when young . Haul
outs prov ide an opportun ity to lower energeti c costs. and therefo re to maximize
anergy utilization. Kovacs (1987) suggested that grey seal pups ' immo bility also
functioned to facilitate female relocation of pups . While this may be somewhat

true of harbour seals. their pair bond (including relocation and recognition
abilities) is probably stronger, since it mu st function In the aquatic environment as
well.

Male pups spent less time idle than females, and most of this difference in the
first pa rt of the season could be attributed to the increased time that male pups
spent in comfo rt movements. Comfo rt movements were composed p rimarily of
stretching and curling the flippe rs.

scratchirl~

of the torso with the fore fJippers,

rubbi ng on the sand, or similar low energy-level behav iour. Wh ile male pups
frequently exhibited suc h behavio ur, fema les were more often completely
immobi le.
The activity levels of both male pnd female pups chang ed wit h age. with more
time spe nt in more energetically dema nding acti vities and less perfor ming idle or
ccmtcrt behaviou rs. Simila r results we re found for grey seals (Kovacs, 1987) .
During the same period nursing times increased, probably to maintai n growth in
the face of increase ~ aeti,·":' budgets a nd metabolic demands.
Fagen (1981) suggeste d that male young of dimorp hic species should play
more th an female young, and Gen try (1974) suggested that there were early sex
differences apparen t In the motor components of play in Steller's (northern) sea
lion. Hu man males are more active tha n females (Eato n & Keats, 198 2 ; Phillips,
King, & Dubois. 1978), more willing to t ake risks (Ginsburg & Miller , 19 82), more
likely to take part In physical , nonaggresslve pll'lV (DiPietro , 198 1), and are more
physical ly and verbally aggressive (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974). Altho ugh male
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harbour seal pups did show a lendellCY to play more often than femal e pups, the
difference was not statistically significa nt. Howe ver. Fagen's prediction referred
primarily to social play. On land. harbour seal pups primarily displayed so6tary

play bebav'ou r that was object or self directed. These included e xploratory

actions such as furrowing in the sand with the snout, and tossing seaweed.
d riftwoo d, or man made objects (lor a review see Ranoul &

l awson, 1987). Only

rarely was social play observed. although its occurrence in the aquatic
e nvironment could not be monitored and may be substantial. it is also interesting
to note that, when hauled QUI, harbour seal pup s are surprisingly sedentary for a
young mammal not under threat of preda tion (Gardiner.1989).
4.2 .7 Ultimate Basis at Activity levels
The proximate basis 01 early behavioural differences has been shown to be
based o n early hormonal dill er ences. and their effect upon the brain (Erhardt &
Meyer·B ahlburg , 1981; MacLusky & Naft olin. 198 1; Aubin, Reinisch, & Haske" .
1981). Differen ces in parental treatment of offspring may also be related to edo!)'
beha vio ural differences between the sexes . The ultimate causes of behavioural
differences between males and fema les are though t to be linked to the di vergent
social ro les fulf illed by the animals . Because males and females must perlorm
d istinct social functions at maturity. their early behaviour should both reflect and
prepare them for these activities.
These activities have an energetic cost. and the benefits derived fr om such
activities must be sufficient to maintain them (on an evolu tionary scale) despite
these expenses. Such evolutionary pr essures are evi dent in othe r pinniped
species. Differences in acllvlty levels have been noted In Galapa gos fur seals
(Arno ld & Trillmlc h, 1985), and the energetic effects 01 these dif ference s was
evident as male pups showed Incr eas ing weight IOS5 with increasing activity
levels. while female pup s demon strated the opposite trend . Even greater sex
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differences were reported In Stalters sea lions (Gentry, 1974), possibly an
ultimate result of greater sexualdimorphism.
If Increased activity levels decrease the energy available for physical growth
then the benefit must be greater for male pups than females (since males would

experience higher energetic costs via higher activity levaIs). Even small
differences in the percent of time spent in a behaviour may be energetically
significant if the activity as energetically demanding as play (Coelho, 1974). This
assumes that milk does not provide 'excess' energy to the pup that could not be

otherwise directed towards growth (both muscle and blubber) . Besides direct
energetic losses, an additional cost of higher activity levels in pups may be the
tendency to increase the chance of separation from its mother.
Some of the suggested direct physical benefits of Increased activities include
increased stamina, coordination, and muscle bulk. Even Increased lime spent
scanning or alert may help develop the information processing systems of pups,
although this aclivily was largely performed by older members of the haul out
group . Male pups may also benefit from the development of fighting tactics
important later in mate competition. or increased activities may serve to establish
a site soscnc ccnunancs hierarchy (Arnold & TriUmich. 1985).

4.3 Reconciling Nursing and Growth Rates
The fact that male and female harbour seals can be differentiated on the basis
of gross behavioural categories is interesting in its own right. However. the data
also re
FIrst

; IWQ paradoxes.
.~Ie

is the problem of Maynard Smith's prediction that mothers should

preferentially lnvest in male offspring In a polygynous or sexually dimorphic
species . The physical measurements In the present study, when taken on their
own, seem to Indicate that female pups are at least as large as males at the time
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of weaning . Not only Is t his contra ry to the general phocid pattern , but il also
raises the question of how males can be signiflCanlly larger at sexuet maturity.

Th e second paradox is far more complex. Although the data t-orn the physical

measurements indicate that female pups grow at least as quickly as male pups,
male pups spend a greater amount of their haul out time nursing. Five
nonexclusiv e hypet'tes es are suggested in an attempt 10 resolve these
paradoxes . These hypotheses may indiVidua lly or co llectively accoun t for the

findings.
1) Behaviour al d ifferences.

As was demonstrated by an examination of the general behavioural data, male
pups are more active than females during IhA haul out period. This would
sugg est that males partition more of thei r available energy toward physIcal
activity rathe r than growth, what CoelhO(1974) referred to as socia-bioenergetics.
The degree to which even marginally highe r levels of BeU'lity might affect the
pup's energy budget (i.e. time spent in ccmtcrt vs idle states) has never been
quan tified.
Kleiber (1975) recognized the impo rtance of acquiescence on metabolic rates,
stipula ting it as one of the fu ndamental cond itions tor measuring basal metabo lic
rates . Lavig ne, Barc hard, Innes, and 0rit sland ( 1982) suggested that the
disrega rd for this criterion was partially respon sible for Irving's (1972) ccncfuslcn
that marine mammals have significantly greater metabolic rates than terrestrial
ones.
The degree to which higher activit y levels during haul out affect growth Is
difficult to determine, and It is questionable if such dlfler ences In ectlvlty bUdgets
could be solely responsible for the reversal of predicted growth rates. It

may be

that the actual energetic cost of this activity is neg6gable compared to the amoun t
devot ed to growth, or that it utlnzes energy that can not be directed towards
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growth regardless . Although the degree to which this higher activity level in male

pups affects their overall energy budget might seem Iosubstantlal , recent

researchby the U.S. National Institute of Health mdicatesthat humanswho 'fidget'
can burn up to an additional 800 calories per day (Ravussln, 1987). The
behavioural differences exhibited by the pups during the haul out period may
also be indicativa of an overall differential energy allocation strategy. since only a

portion of their daily activitypatternscan be observed.
2) Metabolic djffernoces.

Male pups may be devoting less of their available energy to growth because

they must fulfill a greatermetabolicdemand. This may be due to an overall higher
standard metabolic rate lor males (SMR • an equivalent of basal metabolic rate
for growing animals) . However, high SMA's are often associated with greater
growth rates, which runs counter to our hypothesis.
Another explanation might be that male pups suffer a greater thermoregulatory
demand. This would come about either through more time spent in the water or
less thermoregulatory ability due to decreased insulation. If male pups are either
born with or deve lop less blubber insulation (directing more effort to somatic
growth) they would experience a greater thermoregulatory demand, particularly
in the water (thermal conductivity is 20 times greater in water than air; Hart &
Fisher, 1964). However, this would necessitate that the beneficiary of this diverted
energy has a greater value to future reproduction than the increased costs
associated with decreased thermoregulatory capabilities. As Blix and Steen
(1979) showed, the thermoregulatory costs Imposed on marine mammal young
(particularly newborns) are already expensive . and any further costs would
probably be prohibitive. Therefore, increases in standard metabolic rates which
facilitate greater thermoregulatory abilities (Including a broader thermoneutral
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zone) might be evolution arily more stable , as sugg'...e.ed by Miller, Rosenma nn , &
Morrison (1976).

It Is also possible the male harbour seals have greater total dally metabol ic
costs, even if their thermoregu latory capabilities or SMR's do not differ from

females'. For example, if males spend a greater portion of their lime in the water
than females , their total dally costs would be greater, even jf their physiological
parameters were Identical. Hill (1987) found that growth rates were negative !v
correlated with the amount of time the pup spent swimming. Such a strategy

would be evolutionarily stable if such time was spentenhancing muscle strength
and coordination, learning from Its mother (e.g. catching prey), socialiZing,
perfecting swimming or diving skills, or in some other behaviour which increased
its fitness.
3) E nemy t Jti!jzal jc n Effjcie ncy .

It Is possible that, although males ingest a greater amount of milk. the resulting
available energy is less than t hat available to female pups from a smaller volume
of milk. This cou ld result from a less efficient energy extractio n system, a
character seen in other mammalian infan ts, particularly humans. The pro ximate
cause of such a 'doficiency' Is often a less-developed alimentary tract In one sex.
Again , there is the quesucn of why such a 'disability' would not have been
selected against since, clearly, there is a selective advantage to being an efficient
energy conve ne r. The re must be some assoc iated character which increases
fitness to counterbalance its disadvantages. For example. if male pups are born
earlier In the season they may be le"·3 physically deve loped. but may reap the
benefits of extended pa rental care. However, no cha nges in the sex ratio 01
newborn pups over the course of the pupping season have been repon ed for
harbour seals.
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4) Nursing Efficiency,

While energy utJlization efficiency refers to the ability of a pup to extract the

availableenergy from a set volumeof milk, nursing efficiencyrefers10the ability
of a pup to obtain milk over a set suckling time (given absence of resource
limitations). If males are less efficient sucklers (more likely than the mothers of

male pups being less efficient lactators) they would have a lower potential

energetic input to suckling time ratio. Again, the source of this may be
developmental, and the same arguments vis a vis naturalselectionapplyto this
possibilily. The paradox would thus be solved by the fact that nursing times did

not correspondto milk inputlevels.
5) Catch Statjstics.

While working on Mlquelon It was easy to Identlfy a class of pups which
seemed significantly smaller than average. Results of subsequent catching and
observations revealed that most of these pups were male. I

sugge~t

that there is

greater variability in male pup size, and that this may be the result of a bimodal
size distribution. This Is significant in that the catch statistics for male pups in this
study may be heavily biased towards the smaller end of this distribution.
If the premise is correct that male pups are more expensive to raise than
females (given their increased suckling demands and energetic budgets) it is
possible that two generalized postpartum maternal Investment strategies have
developed. The first would be, for females which can tolerate this Extendedcost,
to Invest fully in male offspring. This would mean a greater energetic investment
for

ma i~

than for female pups, since the former suckle longer. The increased

Investment would allow male and lemale pups similar growth rates, despite
higher metabolic costs (Appendix E), consistent with the reported results for
harbour seals (Table X) and and a number of other phocids (Kovacs & Lavigne,
198Gb).
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The second strategy is a derivative of Maynard Smith's preferential
abandonment theory. If females can/will not endure the extra costs associated
with raising a male pup, they shoul d still invest in it. but to a lesser degree. These
fe males have already Investe d energy in the pup prenatall y and have incurred

the costsof initial milk processing and storage. The latterIs energy already spent.
and it would cost the female little to transfe r it to her male pup. However, the
mothe r may be less willing to incur additional expenses by continu ing nursing

th rough its normal term. She may choose to shorten the nursing period or.
a lternately. shorten the individual nursing bouts. Th e decision to conti nue nursing
to a mi nimum leve l rathe r tha n early abandon ment may be influ enced by
evidenc e th at nursing increases the chances of successfu l mating (8igg & Fisher,

1974).
These two strategies would, theoretically , result in two male pup size classes :
'normal' an d 'runt'. Initial results from work on northern elepha nt seals ind icate
that the majority of runts at the end 01the nursing seaso n are males (LeBoeu f

at

. ,.. 1972).
Al the start of the pupping season both of these size classes would be equally
likely to be caught. But these 'runts' may be easie r to catch in the latter half of the
fi eld seaso n. This would lead to the calculated lower growth rate being a biased
catch statis tic. Since observatio ns were on all available nursing pai rs they did not
suffer from this bias, and the higher nursing rates of male pups with high levels of
inv estment wou ld overshadow th e tow nursing rates of the 'runts '. This possible
explana tio n leads to another set of questions on female nursing strategies . their
a biliti es to lim it thei r resources, and the possible mecha nisms of differ enlial
mat ernal Investment.
There

may, in

fact , be an enti re set of 'decisio n rules' which the fema le Is

su bject to over the cour se of fetal developm ent and offspring growth. Distilling
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inv estment strateg ies 10 a single 'efl-cr-nothlnq' decision based on offspri ng sex

may result in a simpler, but net necessarily moreaccurate, model.It seems thata
eenes of choices, simila r 10 that outlined by Stewart (1983; Figure 14) but
in corporating the sex of the pup. may be more pr actical. Such a strategy would
allow the female 10 adjust her reprodu ctive effort acc ording 10 curr ent cond ition,
rather tha n making a single. irreve rsible decision based on forecasts of future

resources It also may accou nt for a portion of the observed variability in off spring
leng th and weights. simila r to thos e predlct ec by Stewart.

4.4 Evaluation of Investment Thoory
4.4.1 Maternal Condition
One of the base assumptions of the Trivers-Willard and Maynard Smith
Inv estment theories is that larger females should produce more male offspr ing,
be cause they can invest more energ y In pup s, gi vi ng them a size advantage for
later mate competition. Trlv ers and Willard (1974) fil lt that this probably was more
true of smaller litte r sizes than large r ones, since the im pact of maternal body
condi tion would be more clearly em phasized in the former .
This sugg ests that the offspring at larger lemales shou ld be larg er at birth and
grow faster and tha t pup size sho uld correlate to maternal size and/or condition
(al t hough condition is a more reliabl e ind icator of availab le investment en ergy,
ma ss is more ofte n used). This th eory is especi ally relevant to harbour seals,
since new ry born pups are the large st percentage of materna l weight (13.6%) for
any reported phocid (Bowen , 1990).
Th e mechanics of Triv er's theory ca n be best underst ood in the follow ing
example . He assum es that a female In poor physical condition is Iree to prod uce
eith er a male or a female offspring , and that it inherits its maternal phys ical
co ndition. A female offspring will have a below average reproductive succ ess,
while a male offspring will possibly experience no reproduct ive success at all. In

Figure 14: Stewart's model for investment decisions.
Schematic of a possible array of choices presente d to a famale
over the course of Invest ment. Note that the decis ion criteria are
present condition (p:c:poor, f=fair , eeexcetlent) rather than
predictions of future

events.

Also, notice the absence of the

Trtvers-wilta rd "all-cr-nothlnq" invest ment decision (fro m
Stewart, 1983).
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the opposite scenario, the female offspring of a female In above average
conditio n will also have greater tha n average reprcc'ucnve success . But a male
offspring will have a dlsprcpcrnonately higher reproductive success.
Although the effect of female co ndition is not directly addressed by Maynard
Smith, Us effects can still be extr apolate d. Disregarding the effects of maternal

condition, a female should invest mere heavily in male offspring because a
grealer Investment will yield a disproport ionately greater reproduct ive success
(thereby increasing the fem ale's fitness) . However , given differential maternal

selection facilitated by early recognition , the female should only Invest in a
portion of the more expensive sex so that the total investment in offspring of either
sex is equal. Facto ring in the effects of materna l co nditio n. if the female's
resources are limlled then she should invest in a sma ller proportion of male
offspling by prenatal selection so that, in extreme cases, on ly fema le offspring are
produced . 11 a female is of above-a verage condition then she should invest !n as
many male offspring as possible. In cases where offspring numbers are small this
will result In all-male broods .
The relationshi p among ma mmals. however , between birth weigh t and
maternal mass Is still unclear (Calder , 1984) . The availab le plnniped data do not
concu r wilh the Trivers-Willard theory . Although Anderso n and Fedak (1987a)
found that mothers of male grey seal pups te nded to be heavier at parturition, the
difference was not statistically slgnlfica n!. They also found that above-average
weight femal es produced slightly more male pups (13m:91)than below-a verage
weight females (9m:141)(Anderson & Fedak. 19B7b).
Additionally . no differences were found between mothers of male or female
pups in southern elephant seals (McCann , Fedak, & Harwood. 1989) o r Antarctic
fur seals (Boyd & McCann. 1989 ; Costa , Trillmlch, & Croxa ll. 198B) in either
maternal length. condition, mass, or even date of parturition. McCan n

at al. (1989)
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found that birth weight was positively corre lated to maternal weight for female
southern elephant seal pups . However , there was no significant relationsh ip
between male pup birth mass and maternal postpartum mass, mainly due to the
fact that smaller females also gave birth to mate pups. Similarly , in Antarctic fur
sea ls, the relationship between maternal mass and birth weight for male pups

was barely significant, while that for female pups was extremely strong (Costa et
al.• 1988). This is contrary to Boyd and McCann (1989) who found that much of
the variation in the birth weight of male Antarctic fur seal pups could be
accounted for by maternal condition or mass, whereas no such relationship was

evidentfor femalepups.
Shaughnessy (1987) found that South African fur seals (Arctocephafus

pus illus) produced an overall skewed birth ratio of 1.32. However, This seems to
be the exception rather than the rule . Equal sex ratios at birth have been reported
for a number of pinniped species. includ ing harbour seals (8igg , 1969; Boulva,
1971 ; Boulva & McLaren, 1979), Antarct ic fur seals (Aretocaphalus gazella ; Boyd

& McCann, 1989; Costa at al.• 1988) , ringed seals (Phoca hispida ; McLaren .
1958), harp seals (Sergeant , 1973) , hooded seals (0ritsland.1964) and northern
elephant seals (LeBoeuf, Condit, & Reile r, 1989). This seems to support
suggestions by Maynard Smith (1978) and Oluttcn-Brcck and Albon (1982) that
there is little empirical evidence to support prepartum adjustment of the sex ratios
in mammals.
Data detailing postpartum maternal investment are also nonsupportive of the
Trivers-Willard theory . Fedak and Anderson (1982) found that large r grey seal
mothers did not confer greater growth rates upon their offspring. Although male
pups had significan tly greater growth rates than female pups , there was no
significant increase in their gro'Nlh rates with Increasing maternal size (Anderson

& Fedak, 1987a). Female grey seal pups did demonstrate lnc(easlr.g grolNth rates
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with greater maternal size, but only 16% of the variance in female pup growth
rates could be accounted for by maternal size (Ander son & Fedak 1987b). In
Antar ctic fur seals. male pups average 14.6% of maternal weight. wh:le female s

averaged only 12.3% (Costa

eta'" 1988).

Th ese patterns In birth weights and growth rates suggest thai metemal size is
not the prime determinant of sex differences in pups' physical size. Females

appear to produce sons at birth which are as large as possible, given the ultimate
constraints imposed upon her by physical size and energetic stores. It seems that,
where differential investment is evident, fema les of all slzes expend a greater
reprod uctive effort upon male offspring than female.

This suggests that male pups make higher energetic demands on their mothers
than females (both pre- and postpartum), regardless of matern al size. This pattern
runs counter to current theory regarding the change in repr oductive strategi es
with age. If females invest according to t hei r remai nl1g repr oductive potential,
then older females should produce offspring which make great er d emands upon
t heir future reproductive success (l.e. males). Theo ry states that older females
should be more willing to take reproductive risks, since they have 'le ss left to lose'
(Fagen , 1972). Conversely, younger females should produ ce off spring which
minimally jeopardi ze their future rec rooocuve su ccess. However. no such
differentiation of offspring sex with maternal age occ urs. And since male offspring
make higher energetic demands regardl ess of fem ale cond ition, larger, older
female s are actually expending less relative reproduct ive eff ort than younger ,
smaller females.
The strategy of leaving the nursing ground s with superfluous milk would not
seem to be a stable strategy if females could control the sex of their offspring, as
Is suggested by both Trivers and Maynard Smith . However, it does make sense if
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females w e unab le to exert such co ntrol, and if t he controlli ng mech anism of
difterer ,tial uwestmentlles wit h the pup and not with the mother.

4.4.2 The Importance

a.

Early Size DII'erences

One of the central tenants of Trivers' and Maynard Smith's theories of maternal
inv estment Is that early size differences , due to differential prenatal or postnatal
Inve stment, will diredly manifest th emselves as equal levels o f dimo rphism at the

lime of sexual maturity . As a corollary , such differences in adull size can net be
attributable to post-weanlnq g rowth.

This was contrary to lindings from Laws' (1959) study of prenatal parental
inves tment in two highly dlmcrpblc pinn iped species (southern ele pha nt seal and

northern fur seal, Callorh inus ursinus ) which concluded that "the sexual disparity
in mature size in the polygynous speci es is not reflected In the size of th e sexes at
birth" . Both he and Bryden (1972) independ ently concluded that the re was little
eviden ce that either birth we ight o r weaning weight were related to adult size.
Rather, they sugge sted tha t adult sexual dimorph ism i s large ly the result 01
differen tial growth jJst prior to or after the onset of sexual matu rity. In their model
Ihl) g rowth curves 01 male and lemale offspring wo uld be identica l u ntil around
puberty, when males would demonstrate a second cycle 01accelerated growth.
Kovacs and Lavig ne (1986b), in a more comp lete review ot the ava ilable data,
con cluded that dimorp hism 01 body size. both at birth and at wea ning , varied in
the direction demo nstrated In the adu lt terms. However. the magnit ude of the
differ ences seen in the early stage s did not correlate to the abs olute mass
d iff eren ces exhib ited at sex ual matu rity. More Importantly, t heir study also
d emonstrated that. although the direction 01 size diff erence was similar in species
with early sex ual dimo rphi sm. ear ly size differen ces w ere not a necessary
prer equi site for adult size differ ences. For example , Bowen 81 a /. (1985) found no
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differences in the initial weights of male and tamale hooded seal pups, yet the

species is highly dimorphic.
In examples of differential maternal Investment the elephant seal is often

presented as a 'classic' example, since adult males are 4 times larger than
mature females. However. although McCann et al. (1989) did find that male
southern elephant seal pups (Mirounga leonina) were significantly heavier at

birth. these weight differenceswere not significantat weaning.

4.4.3 Maternal vs Pup Control
The emphasisof the Trivers-Willardargumentsuggesls that investmentin male
offspring should only be made if there is a reasonable probability of yielding a
reproductively competitive offspring. Therefore, females which are able to invest
greater resources in an offspring should produce more sons than daughters.
The genetic mechanism forwarded by Trivers is quite precise. If the target of
natural selection were a gene (or genes) predisposing a certain fixed sex ratio
(as suggested by Fisher (9130»), then females in poor condition would tend to
accumulate the gene for producing female-biased sex ratios, wl"ile females in
good condition (relative to the population average) would

accumulate

complimentary genes that produced male-biased sex ralios . But since molhers In
better condition OUlproducaothers , the gene for female offspring would become
negligible In the population.
Instead, argued Trlvers. natural selection should work upon a genome that
facilitates the manipulation of the sex ratio based upon maternal condition at the
time of parental investment . In that way, females which produce offspring in the
sex ratio best suited to their current condition would have a higher reproductive
success than those which produce offspring in a fixed ratio.
The details of how the genome might manipulate the sex ratio are unclear.
Trivers maintains that some type of differential mortality of offspring of one sex is
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necessary for the female to maximize her lifetime reproductive success. It Is

possiblethat this occurs early In development. perhapsthrougha combination of
differential sperm selection (James, 1989), differential mortali ty due 10 deleterious

alleles associated with the X chromosome (Myers, 1978; Page st aI" 1987), or
biochemical changes (e.q. vaginal pH) related to the timing of ovulat ion resulting

in differential mortality of X and Y sperm. Another suggested mechanism has
been differential abortion rales early In prenatal development (i,e. differenllal
mortality in utero), or selective mortality during postpartum maternal investment,
consistent with Maynard Smith 's (1980) predictions if the event occurred betcre a

substantial investmentof 'd'.
It is unlikely that differential abortion rates is a stable evolutionarystrategy.
Since motherscan pup every year it seems unlikelythat the cost of nursing'the
wrong' offspring impingesa greatercost to reproductivesuccessthan raisingno
offspringat all. For larger femaleswhichproducefemalefoetuses,it is likely more
beneficial to underutilize its reproductive potential by not aborting it than to
realize none at all. Similarly, investment in male pups may also increasethe
reproductive success of smaller females, even if their offspring's chance for
reproductivecompetition is low. Among plnnipeds, a number of alternatemating
strategies (e.g., "sneakermales·) confer reproductive successto small malesfar
in excessof that predictedfor their size by Trivers. There is also some evidence
that partum is conductiveto the timing of estrousand soliciting malings (Bigg &
Fisher, t974). This would agree with Boulva and Mclaren's (1979) finding that
85·92% of maturefemales produceda youngeach year.
Similar argumentscast doubts uponthe conceptof differentialabandonment. If
sex ratiosat implantationare fixed at unity, femaleswhichgive birth to pups of the
'suboptimal' sex and then prematurelyabandon them would be eliminatingall
reproductivesuccess for that year (see Figure 14). Surety,a minimalinvestment
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In pups of any S9X, even if reduced, would be a more beneficial strategy than
abandonment prior to ensuring a reascnebre probability 01 survival.
The mechanics of Maynard Smith's theory are dependent on two assumptions:

that the primary sex ratio is fixed at unity (reviewed by Maynard Smith ,1978;

although see Weir, 1962), and that parents can recognize the sex of their
offspring and invest differentially in t hem so as to affect the offsprings' fitness.
Postpartum recognition is probably quite feasible through sex-linked chemical

cues. Actual energyinput can be controlled easily enough by physically limiting
the degree of nursing available. The theory also suggests that females must
somehow monitor the amount of energy received by a pup or that still available 10
Invest , (perhaps through blochemlcat cues such as hormone levels) and make
decisions regarding further Investment based upon this knowledge. However,
monitoring is not necessary if the mecheniem of control shifts from the female to
the pup.
Predictions by Clutton-Brock
Smith theories In that

at d/. differ from the Trivers-Willard and Maynard

they remove the active role of the female from the

mechanism of differential growth and survival. In their model, differential mortality
should occur beyond the initial life stages of maternal investment (after Maynard
Smith 's 'd' has become quite substantial), and would be expected throughout the
entire period of differential growth. This differential mortality should be the result
of increased energetic demands on available maternal resources by male
offspring, as opposed to inadequate matemal lnvastment .
Not only is thls solution more parsimonious, but il also accounts for certain
observations that do not fit rnto alternate explanations. larger females have been
seen leaving the nursing grounds with substantial fat stores still available (Fedak,
Boyd, Amborn, & McCann, 1989; McCann 8181., 1989). If the maternal strategy
was to invest as heavily as possible in her offspring , then this surplus should not
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exlst, However, if pup demands regulate Investment, then the pup may not be

able to acquire all maternalresourcesprior to weaning.
It has also been suggested that . even if pups are limited by the amount of
nutrit ion they can process, maternal investment could still be increased by
exte nding the nursing periOd. The data. however, do not support this hypothesis.

Although larger tema.es exhibit a te ndency 10 give birth earlier in grey seals
(Anderson & Fed ak, 1987a .1987 b) and Antarctic fur sea ls (Boyd & McCann,

1989), no such pattern was observed for the southern elephant seal (Little.
I..;yde n, & Barnes. 1987). Further , although more male g rey seal pups may have

been born earlier In the season (Anderson & Fedak, 19878). this did not translate
Into greater growt h rat es or extended nursing periods (Ande rso n & Fedak ,

1987b).
If male pups have th e physio log ica l ab ility to proce ss larger qea ntltle s 01
energy tha n tema le pups , th eir birth weight should be greater and less highly
correlated to maternal cond ition. since they will also be geared to ma ximizing
prep artum materna l Investment. Such results are clearly seen in the pinniped
lite rature (K ovacs & Lavigne, 198Gb) . Similarly, male pup s shoukt be able to
process greal er quantities at milk over shorter perccs 01 time . regard less of
sca ling. Whether this results in grea ter growth rates may depend on their specific

scco-bloenerpetlc demands and ene rgy allocat ion stra tegy . This increased
ene rgy input may be acqu ired through greate r tOlal nursi ng times andlor
increased suckli ng efficiency . The biochemical constraints impos ed

on pup

assi milation capacilies ca n be quite signi ficant. Anderson & Fedak (1987 b) have
cal culated that grey seal pups must digest . transport , and store the equivalent of 3
kg of butter each day. w hile hooded seal pups may be consuming over 8 kg of
50% fat milk each day.
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The question arises, however, as to why female pups do nol attempt to utilize

maternal resourcesto an equal extent as male pups. Whitethe proximatecause
of differential investment might be the ability of pups to suckle and process milk,
the ultimate cause could lie in evolutionary pressures which might select for

higher metabolicrates in male pups. Clutton-Brock st al. (1985) suggestedthat,

due to greater differential reproductive success, there is greater selective
pressurefor malesto grow larger and faster, resulting in higher metabolisms. But
the limit to which this can be selected lor Is delineated, not only by biochemical

laws, but by the effects of lower food availability. Because of their higher
maintenance costs , male pups will suffer Increased mortality during times 01
environmental stress. Trillmich (1986) found that ma le Galapagos fur seal pups
suffered increased mortality the year following an EI Nino event , when materna l
resources would be lower. In addition, harbour seals exhibit differential mortality
later in life. Although the primary sex ratio is equal from birth to about 5 years,
males die at a higher rate thereafter until females outnumber males at about 10
years (8igg, 1969; Stirling, 1975) .
If this is an effect of higher metabolic rates (as suggested by Clutton -Brock),
male pups must (in an evolutionary sense) balance the benefi ts of larger body
size with the higher maintenance costs. Females would be under less selective
pressure for large body size, since it is less correlated to reproductive success
and would , therefore, have lower metabolic costs resulting in higher survival
during environmental

etoss.

So how would differences in adult size occur if size at birth, weaning , or growth
rates do not adequately reflect size differences at maturity? Even In the most
polygynous and sexually dimorphic plnniped species, the northern elephant seal,
recent studIes have indicated that neither maternal investment r.or pup growth
are greater for one sex than another (Kretzmann, Costa, & LeBoeuf, 1989).
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Most probably , dimorphism Is part ially attained through d ifferential rates of

sexual maturity, as Is exhibitedin other mammals. Although male harbour seals
may not be larger t han females at the time of weaning, they do not mature until 6

years of age, while femalesmatureat about3-4 years (Boulva & Mclaren. 1979).
This gi ves the males more time to Invest in somatic growth b)' delaying the costs

associated

with sexual maturity, perhaps resulting In a second period of

accelerated growth as originally postulated by Laws (1959).

4.4.4 Trlvers vs Maynard Smith vs e lution-Broc k
It Is difficult to design a study that conclusively differe ntiates between
competing Investment theories (Ono & Rice. 1989) ; the Trivers -Willard theory of
dlll erenti al investment does not appear to be supported by this study, nor by
much of the ava ilabl e pinniped literature. Althoug h prepartum investment may
reflect trends in sexual dimorphism, this does not appear to be a precondit ion for

it. Ditference s in prepart um investment may also disapp ear by the end 01
maternal investment, suggesting that pup size is not dire ctfy regulated by
maternal condition .
Maynard Smith's theories are also questioned . The suggest ion that maternal
recognition and co ntrol of resources Is neces sary to regul ate differential
investment does not concur with the data obtained in this study for Hinde
coeffic ients, modified nursing ccemcrente and nosing behaviour. This study
suggests that male pups are responsible for Increased investment by soliciting
more nursing and retaining more of the respo nsibility for main taining the pair
bond and the nursing relationship. Perhaps, matern al control might be a more
feasible mechan ism with animals of a titter size gr eater than one, wher e active
decisions could be made between current offspring of differe nt sex.
The behav ioural data Is also Indicative of Okrttcn-Brcck's hypothesis that male
pups obtain greater Investment to compe nsate for greater metabolic rates . This

es
study suggests that. not only may male pups have a greater SMA necessaryto
facilitate greater growth rates later in development, but they may also be bound

by higher activitybudgets. This would decreasethe effectiveness01postpartum
growthas a measureof maternalinvestment.
The results suggest that the pups regulate investment up until the point 01
matemel-teltlatad weaning, within the ultimate bounds placed by maternal

resources. Olutton-Brock has suggesteothat the food processing abilities of the
pups are furtherconstrained by the evolutionary limits placed on their metabolic
rates by natural selection. Regardles ,: of the ullima te cause, the results of this

study suggestthat theproximatecause of differentialinvestmentseems to be the
ability 01the pup to obtain and process maternal rescurc..... '. In this sense, the
processmaybe moreclearly understoodas 'differentialprocurement of maternal
resources' ratherthan'differentialmatemallnvestment'.
4.5 Future Research
Harboursearsare one of the most widelydistributedphocid species In Canada
yet, surprisingly, little work has been doneon basic life historypatterns. Estimates
of birth weights,wea~ing weights, gl'Owth rates. Hd lactation period are scarce
and vary wildly. Reliable population data have only recently started to be
accumulated. and the problems of differences between breeding groups has
barely beenaddressed.
Future studiesshould not only examine the 'averages', but should attempt to
accoun' for observedvariance. Until recently,sex differences were not examined,
resulting in both 'ess significant statistics and an incomplete picture. Further
selectiveteetersshouldbe explored which may lead to greater understandingof
ultimateand proximate basis of behaviouraldifferences.
Sex-linkeddifferences in encore behaviour has been examined In a small
number of species, but only rarely has early ontogeny been studied (but see
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Kovacs,1987 and Stewart,1983). The Importance of studieswhichexaminepups
as future breeding members of a particular sex and not as androgynous growth
capsules will help to reveal the proximate mechanisms and ultimate causes ot
different ial behavioural ontogeny .
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Appendix A • Pisl Malernll Investment Studl.,
The following is a partial list of studies pUblished since 1980 which have
examined some as pect 01 parental Investment in pinnlpeds . They note which
ones exam ined some aspect of differences based on the pup's sex (Sell: Oiff). and
whether the investment studied was pre- or postpa rtUIT. (invest: Pre/Post). The
lechnlque used to mea sure the investment is also listed as weight changes in the

female or her pup (Weight: Fern/Pup), stabl. Isotope
behavioural indicato rs (Behav) and/or milk sampnng (Milk).

lechni~ues

(ls01),

111

~

Arctocephalus
galapagoensis

Sex

Invest

Qjjf

fmfQSl

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Weight

am

BIll 1sll1 Ila!l.al< Milk
X

X

~

30

Arctocephalus
gazella

X

Cyslophora

crislata

X
?

X

X
X

Eumetopias
X

Jubatus

Halichoerus
grypus

X

X

X
Leplonycholes
weddelli

X

Labodan
carcinophagus

Mirounga
angustirostris
X
X
Mirounga leonina

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

11

X

1
3
10
12

X

7
28
29

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

23
8
15
21

X
X
X

16
18
19

112

Sex

Invest

llill

flll fllsl

Phoca
groenlandica

?
X

X
Phoca vituli na

Zalophus
californianus

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Weig ht

&m full !slll ~ MiIII

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

S!>lm>l
13
26
27
24
25
31

X

14
17
22

X

20

.6QIJRQES
1. Anderson & Fedak, 1987a
2. Arnold & Triltmich, 1985
3. Boness et al., 1982
4. Bowen at at, 1985
5. Bowen et al., 1987
6. Boyd & McCann, 1989
7. Bryden at at, 1984
8. Costa et at, 1986
9. Doidge et al., 1984
10. Fedak & Anderson, 1982
11. Higgins at at, 1988
12. Kovacs 1986, 1987
13. Kovacs & laVigne, 1985
14. Lawson & renouf, 1987
15. LeBoeuf et at, 1989
16. Little et at , 1987

17. Markussen et at , 1989
18. McCann, 1983
19. McCann et al., 1989
20. Ono et at, 1987
21. Ortiz et aI., 1984
22. Renouf at aI., 1963
23. Shaughnessy & Keny, 1989
24. Stewart. 1986
25. Stewart, 1987
26. Stewart & Lavigne, 1980
27. Stewart & Lavigne, 1984
28. Tedman & Green ,1987
29. Testa et al.• 1989
30. Trillmich, 1986
31. Worthy & Lavigne, 1983
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Appendix B • Methods To Dete rmine Parental Inve stment.
The co mponents wh ich make up an individuar s investment in an offspring

are

varied and coll'1>'ex. No study can realistically expect to measure all aspects of
Investment, so various indicators 01 relative investment are used instead.
Typica lly, the energl:ltic compo nent is 9KPIored and , since the method s employed

are numerous and va.-ied. a single standardis yet to emerge. This, no doubt, is a
result of both the diversity of subjects and the questions being investigated. The

three most common techniques used for plnnipeds are Isotope, milk sampling,
and test weighing. The following is a description of these methods and the
problems in utilizing them with harbour seals.

Isotope

Mathpds

In nursing studies the pup Is injected with a know n conce ntration 01 a
biological tracer, usually water containi ng OM 'I I the rare hydrog en isotopes .
eithe r deuterium {2H, ad ministere d as deuterium oxide 2H 20} or tritium (3H.
administered as tritiated wat er 3HOH) (see Sawby, 1973 and Costa , 1987 tor
review). The labeled water mixes with the body fluids and the labele d isotopes
excha ",e with the hydrogen atoms in the water. rsotcce co ncentrat ion at initial
eQUilibrium allows for ccmpetauo n of total dilution space (or 'pool 5ize 1, assumed
to be total tree bod y water (Sta nsell & Mojica. 1968). Changes in agent
concent rations are used to extrapo late th e amount of wate r being ab sorbed by
the animal. With knowledge of milk composition, tota l milk Intake ca n then be
calculated (see Ofledal and Iverson, 1987 for details).
This study method has become increa singly pop ula r In de termI ning both
metabolic turnover rates and nursing energetics. However, the applicabili ty of the
method are severely restricted by both its techniques, criteria. and assu mptions.

114
Among pinniped studies. this technique has been employ ed prima rily with

olarilds. where the periodic absence 01 mothers for long periods facilitates
constant handling of the pup. One of the lew species of phocids thai this
technique has bee n rout inely

app ~ed

to are elephant seals (Miro unga sp.). where

the lactation period is extended and females are unusually sessile. However. this

method is very difficult to employ on such a speciesas harbour seals, particularly
on a population with tidal haul outs.
The intrusiveness of this technique can be prohibitive. When animals are

initially injectedthe isotopes must equilibrateover a period of time.typically about
3·4 hours. During that time the pup must be kept physically isolated fror:'l its
mother so that It can not nurse . Past observati ons have Indicated that pups can
be removed from their mother s for no longer than 20 minutes before

a high

chance of aband onment occu rs. In addition, pup s must have their stomachs
evacuated so as to avoid increases in pool space by previously ingested milk.
These same techniques are again neces sary at the end 01 the study when the
animal is reinjected to determine final pool size.
Repeated sa mples are necessary to establis h t he linearity of the isotope
declin e and beca use small sample errors can lead to large errors in estimates.
They a re also particularly Important in species such as Phoca vffufina where the
water turnover rate may change over the course of the study, d ue to cha nges In
milk compositio n over lactation (Ofleda l sl af., 1987). Even if repeated, extBnded,
captures are posslbla . disturbance levels would still be extreme.
This technique rests on several basic assumption s which are often untested.
Accuracy requires that maternal milk be the only source of wate r input to the pup.
Pups which nurse from additional mothers violate this assumption , as do species
where externa l feeding or drink ing prior to weaning may occu r (Depocas er al.,
1971; Scott & Bencut, 1989). Various parallel tracer meti'lOds (e.g. Holleman 81
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et., 1975;

Tedman and Green , 1987) have been employed to try to separate

these water sources,but none have beencompletely successful and. since they
require add itional captures of both mother and pup. th ey are un likely to be useful
on wild popu lations.

Another assumption of the original model Is that peel size is constant.
Unfon unately . pool size is net constant in a gro wing animal , so tha t changes in
the isotope concent ration ere due to both isotope loss and dil ution by increased

pool size. This. if uncorrected. can lead to significant errors(e.g. Dove and Freer,

1979).
Another critical facto r of th is method is that it measures not only wate r intake
from prefo rmed wate r In milk , but also the metabolic water wh ich resu lts from the

catabolism of milk constituents and/or body nutrient stores. The error that results
from this assumption that all milk constituents are catabolized is probab ly small in
otariids, but may be quite sig nificant in phoclds where a large r proportion of milk
fat is utiUzed in a blubber layer alld not catabo6zed (OttOO81. 1984). Therefore, a
separate measure of metabo lic wate r is essential. This ca n involve either th e
application of an additional tracer such as " 0 or the mea suring of resting
metabo6c rates in pups (e.g. Thompson et aI., 1987; Higgins 9t al. 1988). The first
method Is expensive and req uires additional handling du e 10 180' S highe r
turnover rate (Mul1en,1973 for review). while the second lacks In external validity
since furth",r assu mptio ns must be made about daily metabolic and
thermoregulatorydemands.
Additionally, hydrogen Isoto pe methods require substa nces which may be
difficult to obtain and/or trans port. Parallel radioactive ' rac ers are otten also
needed (such as 180 ), and blood samples must be k ' :>t frozen at all times to
avcld decay. an otten Impossible task under field conditions.
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Using this technique the vol ume 01 milk passed from mother to pup is estimated
by removing the samp le fro m the a nimal. Estimates of milk volume can be made
lro m the pup by evacu ating its stom ach imm ediately following a nursing bout. by

either removing the stomac h from a euthanlzec subject or gastric intubation.
Altern ately, milk volume can be esti mated from th e female by removing the milk

Just prior to nursing, either on liva an imals with the aId of an Injection of oxytocin,
or by surgical removal from sacrificed SUbjects.
However, this latter method renes en the as sump tion that complete mamm ary

evacuation takes place during a nursIng session, so that mammary volume
equals transfer volume. This supposition has never been demonstrated in
pinn ipeds (see Ofted al, 1984) and may . therefore, result in overest ima tes of
ene rgy tr ans fer. Milk vo lu mes removed fro m th e pup al so tend toward s
ove restimates if the re Is leftover mil k from a pre viou s nursing. or und erestimates
of a bsorption takes place during the suckling bout, Add itiona lly . harbour seals are
difficu lt to anaesthetize for an y comp lex physical manipulations .
Se rial Wej gh jngs

Th is technique attempts to measure the trans fer o f milk by chang es in weight of
the female and/o r pup .
The se repe ated m easures can take place o ver two general time frames : either
across one nur sing pe riod or over a large porti on of the ent ire period of pare ntal
Investment. The form er attem pt s to measure weight changes that result directly
from milk tran sfer. while the latter m easures long·term weight changes In body
mass from mass tra nsfer. While sin gle nursi ng bout measur em ents may be an
acce ptable method to dete rm ine milk mass transfer in trai ned or dom e stic
ani m als. it is l ar too d isruptive to utilize with wild subjects (Oltedal. 1984).
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Long term maternal weight loss measures have the advantage of reflecting
tota l energy expenditures . Howeve r, its usefulness as a measu re of maternal

investment is decreased if normal weight patterns (l.e . for similar Individuals
without offspring) are not known. since it is necessary to determine what portion

of the lost energy is directly attributableto the offspring. Differences In weight loss
may be complicated by covarlates such as external feed ing or age-specific

metabolic changes. For example. older females may have a predisposition
towards producing a particular sex of young. and concurrent age-dependent
phys iological changes may be misinterpreted as offspring-specific factors.

Another method is to measure offspring weight gain. This has the advantage of
pups generally being easier to handle, and is a clearer indicator of the energy
which is directly absorbed by the offspring . It is. however. an indirect measure of
maternal Investment slnco pup energy assimilation, and not maternal energy
outp ut, is being considered. Direct calculations of KJ Input/output based on pup
mass gain suffer from the assumption that offspring expend only enough energy
fo r basal or standard metabolis m . and that their activity lev els, absorption
efficiencies. and metabolic rates are uniform across the comparison level. II also
assumes no external feeding by the young prior to weaning. Pup mass at birth
has been used to approximate the gestation costs of the foetus, but the values
used (e.g . Brody, 1945; Rahn, 1982) are generally extrapolated from other
an imals.
The two measures, pup and maternal mass change. are often combined in a
ratio of maternal weight loss to offspring gain as a measure of trans fer efficiency.
Testa st a' .'s (1989) study of transfer efficiency in Weddell seals reported an
un expectedly high variability in transfer efficiency. This led them to conclude that
weight transfer measurements may not be an accu rate measure of postpartum
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maternal energetic investment, perhaps due to variance In maternal and pup

metabolism, or exira nursingepisodeseither from other femalesor whileet sea.
A parad ox arises when determining the melhodology for measuring weight
changes in seals. In cross-sectional studies (e.g. Stewart & lavigne, 1984),
where single mass measures are taken and then fitted to a population model.
estimates of growth rates may be Inaccur ate if the date of pupping are related to

female size (Anderson & Fedak. 1987b). The alternative, frequent serial
welghlng s, often creates unacceptable levels of disturbance, particularly if the

nursing period is short.
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Appendix C • Capture Techniques
Details of animal captures are rarely given in scientific papers due to space
constraints . However, they can be of great benefit to other researchers and are
necessary in evaluating the results of the study. In this case, two basic techniques

were employed.
Terrestrial Capf'jfft

This method relied on surreptitiously approaching the animals with nels while

they were hauled out. Two types of nets were utilized, the primary ones
composed of a 1 inch mesh netting slung between two 1.5 m long aluminum
poles, secured at one end to form a 'V', The net was placed on lhe hauled out
individuals before they could reach the safety of the water. Approach was made

primarily over the sand flats from land (as the water Is preferentially watched by
the seals) or, secondarily, by snorkel approach from the water. Catches were
most effectivo either when sunny weather seemed 10 make the animals more
passive, or when 10gdecreased visual aculfy.
Alternatively, on a few occasions, a larger net (see Aquatic Caplure) was
employed by placing it on the sand flats prior to haul out, and then throwing It
over a portion of the group later in the haul out. Captures were attempted directly
from the bOndsat the end 01an observation session. However, although capture
success was high, there was trepidation as to the degree of disruption caused
and of having the seals associate the otherwise 'inert' observation blinds with
capture, so that these episodes were discontinued.
Terrestrial captures had two distinct advantages. It required only 2 or 3 people
and it caught primarily pops. These pups were largely either very young (under 5
days) who were to weak or uncccrdlnated to quickly reach the water, or older
pups who had grown fatter, less alert, and less mobile. However, this also proved
10 be its greatest disadvantage. It was nearly impossible to catch any age classes
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other than pups, and there may have been a catch preferential for smaller pups at

the end of the season(see Discussionsection4.3)
Aquatic Capture

With this method,one or two long sealing nels (40 feet long, and 1 fool mesh)
were strung out perpendicular to the main sand Ilat from the southeastern point

(Musser spit) and held in position by several colleagues. On most occasionsthe
nets were laid to the east of the point. though th6y' were also drawn across the
channel to the west several times. During the outgoing tide, the currents within

the Barachoiscan be quite strong so that, In eitherposition,the currentsbowed
the nets into a u-sbeped trap (figure 3).

In the former position the seals. when flushed from the flats (either by people
approaching overland or by boat). followed two lines of escape : either east
towards the larger open channel. or south along the channel parallel to the sand
flat. The seals that followed this latter route were herded Into the net, dragged to
shore, and placed in the smaller catch nets where they coutd be handled safely.
Care was taken that animals did not become entangled and drown in the net,
Mother/pup pairs were caught preferentially over single seals (particularly
juveniles) by trying to dissuade the latter from the net area by splashing and
yelling .
This ltIethod was much more labour intensive than terrestrial captures,
requiring a number of assistants and, therefore, could only be used during part of
the season due to logistical constraints. It was also, perhaps, more disruptive. It
had the distinct advantage, however, of catching a greater variety of animals than
terrestrial captures.
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Appendix 0 • Tagged Seals, Mlqu810n 1989
Record of flarouur seal captures giving the

app ~8d

lag number (new tags

only), the anlmats sex, its approximate age (P. nursing pup of the year, W.

weanedpup, J=juvenne, and A=adult), and the tag number of its pup if known.
Ten previouslytaggedindividuals were recaptured. including two territorialmales

whichwere notr8tagged.
Tap'

20 2
20 3
206
207
206
209
2 10
2 11
212
213
214
215
2 16
217
218
21 9
220
221
222
223
22 5
2 26
22 7
228
229
230
2~1

232
233

Sex

Agg

M
M

P
P
P

F
M

t'

F
F
F
F
F
F

P
P
P
P
P
P

M
M
M

F
F
F
M
M
M
M

F
F
F
M
M

M
M
M
F

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

pup'

Tag !

23 4
235
236
236
239
2 41
2 42
2 43
24 4
24 5
246
247
248
249
260
252
253
255
258
259
260
261
262
263
26 4
265
266
26 7

Sex

F
M

F
M

F
M

F
F
F

Age

P
P
P
P
P
P
A

M

P

F

P
J
P

M
M
M

F
F
M
M

F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M

F
F

Pup '

P
P

246

P
A
A
P

249
238

W

A
J
P
W

J
A
P
P
P
P

216 or229
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Appendix E· TheoreUcal growth curves of harbour seal pups.
ThesefiguresiIIustralethe effectsof metabolic ratesanddifferentenergy inputs
on growth rates. For simplification. all graphs assume equal energy utilization
etrlci encies for mare and female pups .
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